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TARRED
THE

EIGHT MILLION PERSONS
IN NEED OF RELIEF.
Famine Stalks Through Twenty
Provinces Causing Widespread
-

JACHER

Two Farmers and a Miller
Plead Guilty to the

Outrage

Distress.

ATTOBHEYSTAKEH
,By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
St Petersburg. Nov. 16. Eight million persons are in need of immediate
Teller owing to the failure of the
crops in twenty Russian provinces.

BTSUBPBISE

Whether to Issue Such
Order.

Declarine that greater attention the Tucumcari stringed orchestra of
should be paid to mamml training for thirty players
discoursed
sweet (By Spoclal Lefised Wire to New Moxiean) (By Special
Wipe to New Mexican)
ana domestic science coaKing music.
Lincoln Center, Kans., Nov. 10.
j noys
Washington, D. C, Nov. 16. Not a
Fleas
of
sewing and housekeeping for girls, if
announced
P.
guilty
of
suddenly
the
Secretary Rupert
Asplund
suc- in the circuit court today by the three soldier will leave the Philippines for
the rising generation is to cope
.
umicuiiuu, iu iius unuring enorts
most prominent men accused in con- - China except on orders from Presi- the age, Governor William J. Mills of siasm is dug then read
Such orders havp nnt vot
(Jt nection with the tarring of Miss Mary dent Taft.
New Mexico complimented the' sturdy ters from tne
ones lnc,ud Chamberlain, the Shady Bend school
abgnt
and
given
it is said that before
.
ami worthy'' teachers of this territory h
'"B rormer. uovernor
Bradford teacher, carried the state's attorneys acting the
is awaiting the
as he Vformally bade 400 of them wel- president
off
almost
their
with
feet
surprise.
rrince, who is in Denver presiding These announced
arrival in Washington late
im at the. nneninz of the New Mexi at
pleas of guilty:
the
today of
and who regretapple
congress
In the meantime, arguments were co educational Association at the Hall ted his
Everett G. Clark, Shady Bend, Secretary of War Stimson and
to attend the conveninability
Major
presented by attorneys for the gov- of Representatives this morning.
General Leonard Wood, chief of
tion.
Professor Searson sent word miller.
staff,
The governor's remarks about cultiernment arguing that the writs isWatson
Scranton,
Bend,
Shady
that he expects to arrive by 6 o'clock
who are returning from the west.
sued on November 14 be quashed and vating the culinary arts were greeted
farmer.
this
He
arrived
this
af'e
evening.
New Ministry.
the government allowed to Droceed with cheers from the men in the au- noon
Jay Fitzwater, Shady Bend, farmer.
with its trial, set for next day, on in dience and applause from the ladies. Hall and will speak tonight in the
Grover
sentence.
reserved
Nov.
16. (7:03 p. m
Judge
Peking,
of Representatives.
dictments charging violations of the Another striking feature of the
No Change of Venue.
cabinet formed by Premier Yuan Shi
Mr.
Arstated
Asplund
tiiat
Mayor
Sherman anti-trulaw.
moraine session of the convention
Lincoln Center, Kans, Nov. 16.
Kai was
hv an .imnr..i,i
... ,11. ml
In any event, it is not believed the Tvne Ilia kavnntD, enooph nf TrpciH.OTl thur Seligman, who was scheduled to When court was called, County Attoran
deliver
address of welcome after ney McCanless
edict
issued
It
trials of the packers will begin Monincludes a few
a
today.
volumi
presented
r
e
governor's was unavoidably
nous list of affidavits from citizens of Manchus but no nobles. Some of the
day. In case Judge Kohlsaat sustains who made an earnest plea for a
owing t0 illness,
the government's contention that the
Lincoln county to show that the cases ablest men of
understanding of the child and anlBnt
China are omitted, but
H then introduced Dr. Edgar L. could be tried
packers' petition was not in good effort for teachers to find out what to
fairly in the county.
We will announce to the court under the circumstances the ministry
faith, and quashes the writ, the indict- do "with" and "for" rather than "to" Hewett, director of the School of
American Archaeology who discussed that we have decided to withdraw io considereu satisfactory.
ed men have announced they will ap- the pupil.
uv, tJT
v..v.ullJiUU
xiitr uuvciaiuu, nuiv;u m me iyygu- peal to the supreme court and thus
uircu our application for a chanee of
Attack on Peking Planned.
Dr. venue," declared Z. C. Milliken,
obtain a ruling on the constitutionaliannual meeting, opened about Saturday to the Puye Cliffs.
of
San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 16. Atty of the criminal sections of the ten o'clock in the Hall of Renresenta Hewett stated that if a party of fifty counsel for the defense. A gasp of tack on Peking in the immediate fuSherman law. "This,
according to tives with bunting, pennants and na- teachers can be guaranteen the rail- surprise broke from the audience ture is contemplated by the revolucounsel, will have the effect of pre- tional flags everywhere to greet the road will run a special train to Santa which had packed the court room tionists,
according to a cable disClara, leaving here at 7 a. m. and ar- since early morning.
State's attor patch received by the Chinese Free
venting trial on the indictment until eye.
The invocation was made by Rev. riving there at 9 a. m. Wagons and neys stood openmouthed.
after the ruling.
Press of this city. The dispatch came
Should Judge Kohlsaat sustain the E. Z. McCullough of the First Presby- carriages will take the excursionists
Sentence.
from Hong Kong and said that the
When the formal pleas of guilty revolutionary
packers' pleas and grant the writs terian church of this city. Following to the cliffs and the train will start
in Quong
the government will appeal to the su it, President Hofer, who presided, in- homeward in time to bring the ex- had been announced, one of them bv Tung province government
hud received from
troduced
the governor.
preme court.
cursionists here by 6 p. m. He said Clark, upon whose case those of the General Li Yuen
orders to
arose to that he advised all to take a substan- other eight men accused of connection send reinforcementsHueng
As the chief executive
to Wu Chang,
tial lunch alon- -. Dr. Hewett prom- witn tne tarring were expected to there to concentrate in preparation
speak he was cheered.
for
The governor expressed the pleas- ised to make the excursion a person- hinge, and Judge Grover had reserved the attack on
Peking.
Upon receipt
A
ure it gave him to address such a ally conducted tour and said that the sentence, the court said: "It is neces of the order, the
assembly met and
gathering of sturdy and worthy teach price for each excursionist would be sary that I reserve sentence, for, as decided to send Brigadier General
ers from all over the territory and Vo.
I have heard no testimony in this
Yuan
Jung
Quai and a brigade of
case, I really do not know the nature troops to Wu Chang.
emphasized the great importance of
They Will Go.
o, tne offense. Accordingly I will wait
such a convention. He paid a tribute
In a few moments it was ascertainPersonnel of New Cabinet
to the work of the teacher who not
until after the other cases have been
ed that the required number of teachNov. 16. The composition
Peking,
heard."
only influences the pupils in the class
of the new constitutional cabinet is
Although Garrison Remains room but indirectly the pupils par- ers would make the trip.
Others Being Tried.
President Hofer's Address.
as follows:
ents and relatives.
There was not a moment's delav In
Americans Are
"Fellow-teacherthe hills and the the
Premier: Yuan Shi Kal
The eovernor- then discussed
the
The first surprise
proceedings.
Board of Foreign Affairs:
needs of New Mexico schools and hollows of New Mexico are filled with at the pleas of
Leaving.
Liang
Sheriff
over,
guilty
Tun-Yeland children crying out for better school's Clark, a merchant of
dwelt at length on the school
vice
president; Hu Wei-To- ,
A.
Shady
'
Bend,
and
better
teachers. Before us are JN. bimms, a former emnlove In V.ver- - president
problem. He said that the governthe
children of today, the' men of to- kett Clark's
Board of Finance:
THIHK THEY ARE IN
Yen Shi SL
DANGER ment has beea !. gejierfcto, in giving
mill, and Johd Schmidt,..
plenty of land for school purposes morrow and the souls" of ', eternity. tarmer, immediately were placed on TnfQentChenScnjn.Tan vlce
and that the new state, he thought, Yesterday we asked what we should trial charged with "assault and bat dent.
do to the child when
its action tery" there being no provision under Board of Communications: Yang
Eight Thousand Strikers Are should see to it that a certain amount did
Shih-Chof these lands are sold for what they
not please us. Today we wish to the
President; Liang
Kansas law for a
;;
Having Their Number
are worth and ldng time payments know what we can do for its welfare, ing." Talesmen from charge of "tarr vice president.
the
regular
jury
made. He pointed out the loss in tax- and tomorrow we will work with it to venire were called
Augmented.
Board of War: Nane
in at once. There
es if the lands are merely leased for get it to do such deeds as will contri- vice presiseemed, however, small hope of get president; Tien Wen-TieDute to its own complete
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) the lessees do not pay taxes.
development, ting a jury without a special venire. dent
Fifty-four
El Paso. Texas. Nov. 16.
A Fine Program.
the welfare of others, and to the ser'
Board of Justice:
Shen,
Four Pleaded Guilty.
vice of God and humanity."
refugees from Torreon, Mexico, who
Continuing the governor said:
Lian
president;
Four
men
vice presi
now
stand
by their
"I have looked carefully over your
arrived here today say all foreigners
This was the declaration maflo hv own confession of a guilty
part in the tarr- dent.
will get out of Torreon today or to- program and I have noted the num- Joseph F. Hofer,
Board of Agriculture and Com
president of the New ing of the young school teacher. The
morrow as they are under continual ber of topics that are to be discussed Mexico Educational Association
.
in his first was Edward Ricord, the barber, merce:
Chang Chien. Dresident:-Hslmenace there despite the retention of at this convention.
Certainly this is address to the convention at the hall ana nired decoy, who
Yen, vice president.
pleaded
guilty
an able and interesting series of lec of
the garrison.
Board of the Navy: Admiral Sah
representatives this morning and it yesterday and also remains to be
Chen-HinEight thousand strikers are in Tor- tures and discussions mapped out and was tne conclusion of a maenifieent sentenced.
president; Tan Hsueh-Henno
doubt
will
benefit
reon and their number is augmented
you
reap great
expose of the needs of the modern
vice president.
Chester
Anderson and T)eltwrt trfn
from
them.
hourly from surrounding camps.
school child and the Droblema that delsparger, laborers of
Board of Instruction: Tang
' VI ir MQnfli,
I
Beverly, who
lflm
t
Ching
situation Less Menacing.
confront
were sentenced in a Justice court tn Chung, president; Yang-To- ,
the teacher of
vice presIt is presumed that the situation in y0UI ttention to what seems an omis- - Mr. Hofer, who is a today.
ident.
well
days
knnwn
ninety
imprisonment
each, are
Torreon as described by persons ar-- sion' nwever, in this program. There teacher of
Board of Colonies:
...... Anr
.
experience, being now su- to De tried on appeal.
11C rTS nilAotlA
.. .
flinf T am coun
i
Sasho, presi-dent.
v., K
uura
riving m m fuso rsiers to conditions
Of
school
perintendent
at
Tuo'imrarl
Ynung Hsuan, vice president.
Men
Five
Fined.
t0 have been Inserted for
Sem
in the Mexican city, 24 hours or morejnot
Board of Interior: Chao Ping-Chupredicted that the price of a parch
'
Five men, Harry Armstrong, Fenton
ago. Direct dispatches from Torreon consideration. We know the results ment held and
displayed bv manv a Hai13, AJfa Lindermuth. Benlamin president; Wu Chen, vice president
indicate the situation is less menac- - tbat are being 0Dtained in tn schools
According to consular reports,
0
of the land in recent years from the president, professor and nedaeoe will Paynter, and Roscoe Anderson, labor-ing to foreigners.
imperial troops at Hang Chow
introduction
of manual training. (Ap- drop below par when teachers are ers of Beverly, have already paid
Outlook
Strike
Improved.
benefits to our boys are compelled to play their part so well nnes or ?1 each for their connection have joined the rebels and defeated
Torreon, Mex., Nov. 16. The strike plause.) Its
with the case.
loyal troops from Nanking and Chong-loyIs also another very that they can hold their audieniP
There
proved.
outlook was improved
as actors and speakers now hold the
today. -- The
They witnessed the "tarrln?" fmm
troops from Nanking and CTTng.
domesand
is
that
important
branch,
leaders in the movement which in
I have visited the Agri- attention of their auditors who leave behind a hedge, and were convicted forces are now marching on Nanking,
volved several thousand men and tic science.
and fined to prevent them from re where a battle with the Manchu
cultural College at Las Cruces and when they grow tired.
anny
brought business almost to a stand.
Of the work of the first state Wis. fusing to testify against, friends.
is impending.
New Mexico Normal University
the
still, are conferring with the 'mana at
which
General Li Yuen Heng has notified
meets here early in the
and I was pleased to lature,
Las
gers oi the industrial plants with a see whatVegas,
the foreign consuls at Hankow that
the young ladies have done year, ne said;
view to adjusting the difficulty.
It there in the
'Let us hope that our firat loirisia.
the Republican states have elected
Domestic Science classes.
is probable the smelters will resume
It strikes me that this is a subject ture will heiald the dawn of our new
Kiang at Ching King. The combined
operations under guard
ment which is being established at Wu
which should be dealt with MORE state with such educational legislation
FREQUENTLY IN CONVENTIONS as will be commensurate with th
Chang, and asks recognition of ue
CONGRESS
federated states. General Li is the
OP THIS CHARACTER for the good magnitude and commercial importance
RULED BY LOBBYISTS. that results from a training of how oi our grand
commander of the rebel forces. The
commonwealth; and let
to cook Is immeasurable. (Applause.) mis, our last territorial meeting anrl
legations here believe that the situa-- '
Angry Retort of George J. Kindel Scientific training in the preparation the twenty-fiftanniversary nf nnr a a. Pine Bluff Clerk Received tion in North China has been improvwww
WSJ UWVVI MIMVIII,
piw
oi meals, so as to prepare foods eco- sociation, be characterized by a con
ed in the last day or two but await
al nomically
Parcels Post.
Two Letters and Is
and at the same time of centrated effort to Start the annrnarOi.
further developments before forming
such substantial character as to make ing era on such safe And A9IIA ltnae
an opinion on the whole situation.
Assaulted.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) them nourishing, certainly is of in that all clouds of
shall
be
ignorance
Kansas City, Mo.. Nov. 16. "This
Disorders in Order.
tense economic Importance in this aispeiiea, tnat
intelligence shall
ConCommercial
Amoy, China, Nov. 16. Practically
f AnDlause.l I sueeest therefore. brighten the features of
aee
every citizen
gress is controlled by lobbyists
BEATEN
UNCONSCIOUS the entire southern half ot FoKln
that all of you teachers give this sub as the sun's smile now illumes each WAS
senting the robber express companies,
province has gone over to the revolu
ana
us
let
hope vale and hill, and ours shall soon be
tne railroads, and the sugar trust, and ject consideration
tionists and there are disorders in th
be dealt with as an im- recognized as tne most
will
that
it
hasbeen
demonstrated reneatedthis
enlightened Assailants Did Not Take
interior.
At Chans; Chow, rival fan.
of
of
the
branch
education
portant
state
in
Money,
the
sisterhood."
ly by the Congress' action," was the our youth.
tions are fighting tor the control of
Mr.
and
Hofer's address was a lengthy
Jewelry
Papers on
startling statement mide from the
tne weal government Foo Chow m.
Extends Welcome.
one and it was frequently
olatform at today's session of the Con.
His Person
interrupted
ports that the provisional government
"It
to
me
a
for
welcoms
is
nleasure
with
applau"e.
J.
of
Denver.
Kindfel,
gress by George
there is making strenuous efforts to
He said in part:
sir. Ktnaei's statement came as an you to this Ancient City and I think
restore order: DeoDle who
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(By
in
are
ro
fortunate
this
you
"Fellow teachers, ladles and genchoosing
angry retort to an interruption by
are
Pine
Bluff.
Nov.
16.
Wyo.,
This
returning to the city and the
conven
tlemen. This annual convention is
delegate. The Denver tian was de- mantic spot for holding your
town Is greatly mystified and excited shops are being opened.
livering an address advocating the tion. Santa Fe is not one of the larg also our last under a territorial form
Hing Hwai. a coast dtv about
over a "Black Hand" camnalen whfoh
parcels post in which he blamed the est cities in the country but it Is one of government and our twenty-fift- h
miles south of Foo Chato ban Ammt.
not
of
if
the
the
oldest
oldest.
(Ap
exoress companies for (he annual
anniversary. More than three cen- culminated early today in an assault ed the new
You will see many strange turies ago the
government
and
postofBce deficit and said Vthat .it the plause.)
conquering Caucasian on Irwin Mosher, clerk for a lumber mannoia omclals remain quietly
with
narrow
in
this
its
at their
city
chose this place as headquarters from
laws against tnese expressxeompanies eights
- posts.
Two
months ago, Mosher rewere enforced and a genelal parcels streets and adobe houses and I dare which to drive the savage and the in- agency.
In this city, the radlcnl Rimnf in
ceived a letter threatening blackmail.
nost established the nostoftVa denni. say you will find a trip around it most fidel from this land; here
a
also, quarI
am
instructive
and
the Republican
organising
interesting
would
be insured agaiibt annual
govern- nient
ter of a century ago, he took the in- It was signed "Black Hand" although
ment . The moderates who wished to
certainly willing and desirous to do itial step to
deficits.
not
are
Italians
organize the forces 3that
suspected in the case. declare Amoy
all in my nower to make your stay raised
independent without
the standard of
'
Ten days ago, he received a second
now
here
and
I
wish
you
agreeable
commiting it to the revolutionary
se
to
x
x
is
the
where
XX
point
congress
considers letter repeating the threats. Both cause, are not
in your work attending this us
being consulted.
X WHO STOLE THI8
capaoie oi governing
missives were generally believed to
Cincinnati
SCHOOL EXHIBIT? X convention and the various meetings and it is indeed fitting; that ourselves;
Sails for China.
we hn.,M
Vallelo. Calif.. Nov. Ifi Th mihw
v Consternation reianed X that are being held under this roof. I come here to close our territorial led be the work of practical Jokers.
New
ieei
Mexico
satisfied that
is
In the darkness early this mornlna Cincinnati, commander Samuel S.
among Curry county i teaclerB X nroud to be able to send a body nf ger, ana prepare the nlan that
this afternoon when it was Dis- "X teachers to a convention such as this guide us under statehood."
two men waylaid Mosher and beat Robinson, left .Mare Island Navy Yard
today for China. The Cincinnati was
covered that someone had 'W X and I
It is notewo-ia- y
that at least ten bim to unconsciousness.
trust, that the benefits accruing
On hia ner- - under orders to relieve the New Or
moved" an exhibit from the :x ircm
at tms convention former presidents of fas k
;
attendance
son, he carried the second ot the leans but it is understood now
display In the Capitol Annex. X will be many and far reaching."
Educational Association are
still Rlack Hand" IpftAm ' Thi.
I the New Orleans
will remain na lha
hi.
The Question is as ted "Who X
'
most
its
among
mem
w.
Ha
active
r.
Prolonged
applause
greeted the
took it?" Will" the. offender St
sallants
th,e
took,
f'
are
on
although
peculiarly fortunate in the pres- governor's address.
uat,on
The Cincinnati will emit
kindly explain or rdrurn it?
Announcements.
,
fMWDi
cavite to deliver stores, Indudin
xx
Continued on pag four.
Following the governor's address
wireless apparatus tor the
l
fBv
Tinned Win in Kpv TitTi9
Chicago, III., Nov. 16. No decision
in the appeal of eight indicted Chica
go packers for writs of habeas corpus
can come before tomorrow as a result
of Judge Kohlsaat in the United States
Circuit Court granting twenty-fou- r
hours delav for counsel for the Back
ers to answer affidavits filed today by
government attorneys.
Snw-fa-
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Defendants Withdrew Their Application for Change
of VenueThis startling announcement was
"
-

made in the Duma last evening, by
"Premier Kokovzoff in reply to Inter- (By Special Leased. Wire to New Mexican)
pellations concerning reports that New York. Nov. 16. Thirteen in
dictments were returned this afterK
famine threatened a wide area.
noon by the federal errand 1nrv whloh
i.
The necessary measures would
the premier said, the expendit- bad been lnves ties tine chaxeea of re
ure of $60,000,000, of which amount bating against several railway freight
of firms ; here
the imperial exchequer would have omciais ana members
'
to find $44,000,000. Half of the total and Chicago. The inauirr has been
was necessary at once to defray the conducted with unusual secrecy. All
of the indictments are similar except
cost of supplies already dispatched.
as to tne details of the particular
transaction and contain In all ak
counts. The alleged rebating was on
PUBLIC INVITED
smpments or merchandise between
THIS EVENING.
this city and Chicago.
Is the Hall of Representatives at the capitol at 8 o'clock
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
3t this evening,' a public meeting
PROFESSIONAL BA8EBALL CLUBS
will be held to which, no admis(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
St sion will be charged at which
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 16. The
W.
J.
of
Searsoi
Professor
National Association of Professional
X Manhattan, Kansas, will deliv
Baseball Clubs tfftfay referred the fixer his lecture on "O'.ving the
ing Of. a maximum salary to tut nalil
Boy a Square Deal." Dr. Ed
by clubs in the different classes, to
X gar L. Hewett will deliver an
the committee on revision of the conlecture
X Uustrated
stitution with instructions to report
X on "America , Before Colnm-- ,
X bus." It will describe the unDr. M. F. Desmareis, superintendent
X covering of ancient American
of Schools of San MJguel county, is
X cities in Wew Mexico and Cen
over from the Meadow City to atX tral America.
tend the Educational Association 'conXX XX
vention,
,
,

';'

xxxxxxxxxx

tions of Sherman Law
Questioned.

to Chicago.
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HUNDRED TEACHERS ATTEND

REBATING

McNamara.

(By SpecialXeased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 16. With
New York, Nov. 16. RECENT
LITIGATION AND LEGISLATION to Clarence S. Darrow, chief counsel for
to know
regulate the trusts is discussed and the defense, demanding
a remedy to meet the present situa- whether the court was being run action is suggested by Theodore Roose- cording to legal procedure, the Mcvelt in an editorial entitled "The Namara murder trial acquired a snap
Trusts, the People, and the Square today which has not characterized
Deal," published today in the Out- proceedings for some time.
'
look.''
Incidentally it became a question
"The suit against the Steel Trust whether a man cannot remember the
Mr. Roosevelt text of last Sunday's sermon is qualiby the government,"
begins, "has brought vividly before fied for Jury service. Talesman J. A.
our people the need of reducing to Ross, 53 years old, was the Etorm
order our chaotic government policy center of the proceedings which at
times brought Darrow's voice to a
as regards business."
He concludes with this recommen- shout of anger and brought repeated
dation: "The national government ex- cautions from the court.
ercises control over interstate com- - Ross, under questions, designed to
merce railways and it can, in similar stow incapacity, said he was of poor
fashion, through an appropriate gov- hearing and worse memory.
ernmental body, exercise control over "Were you in church last Sunday?"
all. industrial organizations engaged asked Darrow.
"Yes."
This conin interstate commerce.
trol should not be exercised by the ' "What was the sermon about?"
"I can't remember exactly."
courts, but by an administrative
bureau or board such as the Bureau "Do you remember anything that
or the Interstate was said?"
of Corporations
"No"
Commerce Commission. For the courts
"You haven't had much education,
cannot with advantage permanently
perform executive and administrative have you?"
"No."
functions."
"You
don't
understand
"One of the grounds for the suit is
large
the acquisition by the Steel Corpora- words?"
"NO.!
tion of the Tennessee Coal and Iron
Darrow turned to Assistant District
Company; and it has been alleged, on
the authority of the government off- Attorney Horton.
"Do you want any further show
icials engaged in carry on the suit,
,
that as regards this transaction I was ing?"
"There hasn t been any showing
misled by the representatives of the
Steel Corporation, and that the facts yet," retorted Horton.
were not accurately or truthfully laid "I'll keep on," said Darrow, and
"
before me. This statement is not cor- found that Ross could remember the
rect. I believed at the time that the name of no speakers at any meetings
facts in the case were as represented he had attended for months.
If you sat for weeks or months
to me on behalf of the Steel Corpora-..tion- ,
and my "further knowledge has and heard people talk could you re
member what they said?" asked Barconvinced me that this was true."
"It has been alleged that the pur--: row, finally.
chase by the Steel Corporation of the "No," said Ross. '
'. "We challenge him," said Darrow.
corporation of the Tennessee Coal To
Judge Bordwell, Ross described
and Iron Company, gave the Steel
- Corporation practically menoptfly of; with; some,-- , minuteness his work-- , tor
the Southern iron ores tnat is or tne the past year and the judge disallowed
iron ores south of the Potomac and the challenge.
the Ohio. My information which I Darrow began citing other instan'
have every reason to believe correct, ces and Judge Bordwell remarked that
and not successfully to be challenged, each case stood by itself.
"Then there are no rules by which
is that of these southern iron ores,
we
are governed on this coast, is
including
has,
the Steel Corporation
the property gained from the Tennes- that it?" demanded Darrow,
There was a moment's pause. "The
see Coal and Iron Company, less than
20 per cent perhaps not over 16 per question is improper and the court decline to answer it," said Judge Bordcent, a very much smaller percentage well
quietly.
than the percentage it holds of the
Darrow finally challenged Ross for
Lake Superior ores, which ever after
the surrender of the Hill lease, will bias and this challenge was allowed.
.Undertaker Discharged. , "'. :'v
be slightly over fifty per cent AcLos Angeles, Calif., Nov. 16. Talescording to my view, therefore, and
unless which I do not believe possi- man Herbert F. Ives, a Pasadena unble these figures can be successfully dertaker, followed Ross and was chalchallenged, the acquisition of the lenged for fi!as by Attorney Darrow
'
Tennessee Coal and Iron Company's after he had said he believed fee Mcin no way changed the situation as Namara brothers guilty and could 'not
regards making the Steel Corporation give a fair trial. The challenge was
a monopoly.
resisted by the state but allowed by
"The showing as to the percentage the court. P. J. O'Conner, the last
inof reduction of all kinds of steel
man of the sixth venire, took the
gots, and steel castings in the United stand.
States by the Steel Corporation and
by all other manufacturers respectively makes an even stronger case. It
makes the case even stronger than I THEY
input it In my testimony before the
for I was
vestigating committee,
scrupulously careful to make stateif at all, against my
, moots that erred,
own position."

.
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V

He Has Lengthy Editorial In Therefore Darrow Sought to Thirteen of Them Returned
Governor William J. Mills Extends Welcome and Empha It Will Not Take Place for Cabinet Includes Manchus
Outlook on MonoReject Half Dead
by the Grand Jury at
Some Time If at
But no Nobles and Is
sizes Importance of Domestic Science In This Day
Talesman
New York
polies
All
of High Cost of LivingPresident Joseph S.
Satisfactory
Hofer
Declares
Child
Must
Be
UnderPEOPLE AMD THE SQUARE DEAL CLASH WITH JUDGE BOBDWELL MUCH SECRECY ABOUT INQUIRY
WRITS OF HABEAS CORPUS HO SOLDIER
stood and Pleads for Attention to
WHO! MW
Health
Tucumcari's
Orchestra
Former President Denies That Snap Was Injected Today In FortyFive Counts Involve Ship
Constitutionality of Criminal Sec President Taft Is Consulting
Discourses Music.
Tiresome Trail of
ments of Merchandise
Magnates Had Fooled Him.
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The Little Store

FOB

a pleasant one, but convenient for
those having business to transact or
friends to visit in and around Chi-

DYSPEPSIA

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1911.

SKIN

A

IK

OF FIRE

Horrible torture pain unendurable
seems
Inquiries are coming in to the Bu to daya when the whole body
be burning up long nights of
reau if TmmlirraHnn frnm nil nartjl of
the state regarding the special and sleepless agony
..
..
U
.1
iure is every rcaaun iu ucitcvv iuai ' Then
We
Guarantee
the required number of passengers
Instant Relief the skin cooled and
Everything
will be secured.
However, the time refreshed all burning and itching
is very Bhort and all arrangements gone!
Good to Eat and
Everything
must be concluded not later than
Thousands testify to this thousdisturbance.
November 22nd.
Therefore,
every ands who suffered from Eczema, PsoRexall Dyspepsia Tablets are very one who expects to make the trip riasis and other
skin troubles, until
Under this Brand
Drink
pleasant to take. They tend to soothe should notify the Bureau of Immigra- they heard of that simple cooling
to
stomach,
the irritable, weak
tion, Albuquerque, N. M, immediate-jly- , wash of wintergreen, thymol and othto be as
strengthen and invigorate the diges-- i
in order that proper arrangements er ingredients known as D. D. D. PreUnder the
tive organs, to relieve nausea and in- may be made for accommodations.
scription.
nutrition
digestion, thus promoting
The Nineteenth National Irrigation
J. Samuel Lewis of St. Paul, Minn.,
comof
a
about
Brand
Solitaire
Represented
and bringing
feeling
Congress will be the most important writes: "I used three bottles of D. D.
fort.
session In the history of the congress. D.
and now my skin,
If you give Rexall Dyspepsia Tab- It will attract the attention of the en- oncePrescription,
a mass of fire and Irritation, Is
lets a reasonable trial we will return tire country, and New Mexico, the as smooth and soft as a child's."
your money if you are not satisfied New State, going to the Congress A 25c trial bottle will give you posiwith the result. Three sizes, 25 cents, with a big delegation in a special tive proof!
50 cents, and $1.00. Remember, you train will secure a volume of beneficial
We are so certain of what D. D. D.
can obtain Rexall Remedies only at advertising that could not be secured
will do for you that we offer you a full
our store The Rexall Store. The in any other way.
size bottle on this guarantee: if you
Fischer Drug Co., 232 San Francisco
Chicago will be a pleasant place to do not find that it takes away the itch
Street
visit during the Irrigation Congress. AT ONCE it costs you not a cent.
Southern Carnsr Plaza. Santa Fa. Tlephon No. 4a
There will be the usual holiday at
Call here and talk it over. Capital
PURCHASES,
CASH
ALL
TICKETS WITH
WE GIVE
REGISTER
MOTHER.
tractions, the annual Chicago land Pharmacy.
show will he under way as will the
I am the pillars of the house;
OWN YOUR OWN GUN. TH E OTHER FELLOW IS TIRED OF
The keystone of the arch am I
International Live Stock Exposition and would make of Nara Visa a whistLENDING YOU HIS.
Take me away, and roof and wall
WHEN YOU OWN YOUR O WN THINGS YOU WONT SPOIL
It will be a trip worth taking and to ling station for his air ship line conWould fall to ruin utterly.
YOU'VE
take it in, the New State Special and necting Romero with the state capitol
SOMETHING
YOUR FUN FEARING YOU'LL
"SPOIL"
as a delegate to the National Irriga With all these good things promised
BORROWED.
tion Congress will do much to let the for Obar, his home precinct gave a
I am the fire upon the hearth,
ITS "A SURE SHOT" WHE N YOU BUY YOUR ARMS AND AMof the country know about New gratifying and encouraging vote, and
am the light of the good sun.
FROM US THAT YOU GET THE
AND HARDWARE
I
MUNITION
people
Goods.
We carry the best of Imported
BEST MADE.
when we heard from Logan and Mon-toy-a
I am the heat that warms the earth, Mexico.
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
colder than a New Mexico Stickers Are In Demand.
Which else were
we were Just ready to say "we
Wood-Davi- s
stone.
The little advertising stickers being told you so," when we heard from
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
Co.
issued by the New Mexico Bureau of Tucumcari. We thought everybody
14.
If
Phone
warm
Its
We
Hardware
their
Have
Phone 14
hands; Immigration, carrying the New Mexi- in Tucumcari and the burros were for
At me the children
It
Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday
I am their light of love alive.
co seal and the slogan recently ad- Uncle Kline, but we found there, of
Without me cold the hearthstone opted by the Bureau, "New Mexico, all places, the political liar had poisstands,
the Sunshine State" are in strong de- oned the minds of Kline's good
Nor could the precious children mand all over the state, and are now friends. They said Uncle Kline was!
Phone, (9 Black.
thrive.
.being scattered all over the country all for Obar; that he had promised
on the envelopes and letter heads of Billie Benner and Henry Nelson that
he would move the Tucumcari mounI am the twist that holds together iNew Mexico people.
The children In its sacred ring,
More than 15,000 of the stickers tain to the north side of their places
Their knot of love, from whose close .were sent out from the Bureau of Im- to make a
for their cattle;
tether
migration office Tuesday and the re that Jones was to get Tucum's court
No lost child goes
quests for them are being filled as house on his townsite, while Nara
Visa got the jail, the primary prison
rapidly as possible.
I am. the house from floor to roof,
Any one desiring to use the stickers ers and a suburban line connecting
I deck the walls, the board I spread; may obtain them by addressing the the jail and court house. Tucumcari
I spin the curtains, warp and woof, Bureau of Immigration, Albuquerque, didn't want to miss any chances or
And shake the down to be their N. M.
pass up any bets, so, they politely sat
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
down on our old friend's political asbed.
robes,
pirations and flattened them out thin
FROM
CAUGHT
IDEAS
&
field seeds in u Hand packaJ
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of floters, garden
I am the wall against all danger,
THI8 MORNING'S SESSION. enough to. print "Progress" on. Now,
Their door against the wind and
friends, we .don't ask you to join us
in sympathizing with Uncle Kline. He
enow.
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
C. C. Hill Advocates Consolidation of
don't want it, neither does he need It
Thou whom a woman laid in manger,
Rural Schools; Dr. Gray DisHe's fat; he sleeps at night; he don't
Phone 6619 Blk.
Take me not till the children grow!
cusses High School,
From Katherine
worry, and "Progress" will continue
Tynan's "New
to be issued.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Poems."
Following the address of President
Phone Black The Aid Society of the M. E. church Joseph S. Hofer this morning at the
If you want anything on earth try
and also a called meeting of the Home
New Mexico" educational convention, a New
45
Mexican Want Ad.
Missionary Society will be held FriSchool Superintendent C. C,
day afternoon, at 2:30 o'clock with County
Pres
Hill
of
discussed
"The
Roswell
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
Mrs. E. E. Friday at her home, 131
ent Status of education in New Mexl
Manhattan Avenue.
That Contain Mercury,
co in the Rural Schools." Mr. Hill as
mercury will surely destroy the
earnestly advocated the consolidation sense of smell and comnletelv de
of rural schools and urged the teach- range the whole
system when entering
C
MBOMB THE STWE
ers present to look well to the wel- it tnrougn the mucous
: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
surfaces. Such
fare of the thousands of the souls un- articles should never he nsed exnent
der their care.
on prescription from reputable physiDr. 6. McQueen Gray, president of cians, as the
Death of Raton Phyeieian.
damage they will do is
All
of
Dr. O. C. Brake, a prominent physi- the New Mexico University, and not- ten fold to the good you can
possibly
of
ed scholar and member of a promi aenve rrom them.
cian of Raton, died of hemorrhage
Hall's Catarrh
Ale
nent English noble family was the Cure, manufactured by p. J. Chenev
the bowels.
next speaker. He discussed "Secon- ft Co., Toledo, Ohio, contains no mer Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
Inslev Guilty of Murder.
dary and Higher Education," and de cury, and is, taken internally,, acting
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
At Albuquerque, Thomas Insley was clared that the high school is the directly upon the blood and mucous
secona
found guilty of murder in the
of
surfaces
should
the
and
it
In
system.
"people's university,"
buying
MINERAL
SANTA
CO.
brother-in-laNear Union Depot
degree for killing his
be well equipped to meet the ends lor Han s catarrh Cure be sure you get
333 HICKOX STREET,
John A. Higgins.
the
It is taken internally
which it is created.
genuine.
PHONE. RED 100.
Walter M. Peterson, superintendent and made in Toledo. Ohio bv F j.
Accidental 8hootlng.
Testimonials free.'
of Indian Schools at
Albuquerque Cheney ft Co.
While out hunting at San Elizarlo, made a strong plea for the first men
sold by druggists. Price 75c per
WHOLESALE
Albert Aranda, the 10 year old son of America. He gave some hew end bottle.
AND RETAIL
of Chris Aranda, shot and wounded
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiinteresting ideas on the lives of the
Faustino Alarcon, his cousin, in the red men.
pation.
FINE ASSORTMENT OF
BATON
fleshy part of the leg. The trigger of
YANKEE
the Kun became entangled in the long
Garshot
CERRILL08
the
and
exploded
grass
POLITICS AHD POLITICIANS
You Risk No Money If You Try This
Remedy.
We want every one troubled with
indigestion and dyspepsia to come to
our store and obtain a box of Rexall
Tablets.
They .contain
Dyspepsia
e
and Pepsin care
fully combined so as to develop their
greatest power to overcome digestive

'

cago.

1

A

V.

1

Bismuth-Subnltrat-

-'

IT

b RQCEHY

'

'

The Delicatessen Store

Hardware

tt

LOUIS NAPOLEON

j

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

wind-brea-

Attention I

k

Bring your raw furs and hides
to us to be tanned and made into
the latest style garments, rugs,
etc. Animals and birds
mounted at reasonable rates.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

F. F. GORMLEY

HERSCH

Phoney

J. CRICHTON

R.

LUMBER

COAL YARD

&

Why Import Mineral Water ?

I

)

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds
Soda
Special High Ball Ginger

DAWSON COAL

"The Quality Coal."

FE

THE

WATER

3oal

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite,
nets, and Other Stones.

Fe Trail Curio Company

Santa

Sao Francisco

NOW IS THE TIME

Street

To select your stones for mounting
for Holiday Presents. They are

always acceptable.

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

FRENCH PIANO
JESSE
Sante Fe Trail Curio
on

Severely Burned.
Harvey Graham was the victim of
an accident at Naravisa, Quay county,
which came near costing him his life.
While engaged in building a fire the
coal gas exploded, igniting a five gallon can standine near the stove,
which contained a mixture of coal oil
and gasoline. This can exploded,
throwing the burning liquid over Mr.
Graham.
SPECIAL TRAIN PARTY
TO IRRIGATION CONGRESS.

Imperial Laundry

Uncle Kline Asks for No Sympathy.
For Best Laundry Work
Uncle Kline, of the Obar Progress
and the Republican candidate for the
state senate was defeated in TuesBASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
day's election. The Nara Visa preRETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
cinct overcame a Democratic majority and gave Kline a nice little plurality, in spite of the fight that was
made on him because, if elected, he Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
would build a scenic highway out of
Obar with convict labor which was Phone Red No. 23.
Phone. Red No. 23
to have been placed at his disposal,

Every
It interested and thoakl know

Have Already
Forty New Mexican
Signified Their Intention of Going
to Chicago.

aborit tbe wonderful

t MARVEL Whirling Spray
1 UK MW Vaclaal 7r)nc

the floor of the

Co.
&
To date some forty New Mexican
have
signified their intention of JoinAND
OF
TO
IS
LOVERS
MUSIC,
APPEAL
WILL
PIANO
THIS
the
special train party which will
ing
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
go in the New State Special to Chicago to attend the Nineteenth IrrigaARD-L1- N
DEM ANN COMPANY
tion Congress, December 5 to 9. and
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your it is now believed that the 100 pasreordering in car-losengers required in order to run the
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
train will be secured.
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
The train is to leave Albuquerque
and Arizona purchasers.
on December 2nd, and it is proposed
to stop one day in Kansas City with
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
other brief stops at important towns
The train will consist of
en route.
Established 1900
LEARNARD &
"
car, diner and the necessary
baggage
Mexico
New
CO.
Albuqurque,
LINDEMANN
standard Pullmans.
E. M. Lshnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
The Santa Fe has made a round trip
rate of $56.30 for points from Albuquerque south to which Is added $8
Pullman fare. From Las Vegas north
the round trip rate is $50.40 and $8
CLASS HACK
The tickets have a
Pullman fare.
1
Per Mr at secular prieae ugflee and mMI Hires,
30vday return limit and as the special
train party will break up after arriving at Chicago the members of the
party may return whenever they
please, thus making the trip not only

Now

LEARN

'

6.fSP?.0i

"f 9

Athav Hnt Mnfl Huin for
It ftal
mounted bwk-M- bd.mmA
dtmntlona
fnll n.rMii.M
in.
TUmC. to UdlM. MARVEL CA.

m

'am

SERVICE

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meet Both North South
Bounds Trains.

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Phene us, we will be glad to call far
yeur laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
Ail work to guaranteed: your sacks
are mended and buttons sewed on
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE

ad

FIRST

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

RED 122

213

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
oaweu wooa ana junaunit
MONTEZUMA AVKNTJK
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Near A. T.A8.F. Depot.
85
Telephone
Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

p
Uli JiiLL

C AI
FOR
1

and unimproved City Property,

Orchard

'Modern Residences for Rent.

F. M. JONES.

c

OPEN DAY AND NIOHT

La Salle Restaurant

103

Palace

Ave.- -

CHAS. OANN, Prop.

the Complexion and Preserving

Relief and Prevention of Chanted nanas.
Makes the skin soft,' white, smooth and velvety. GENTLEMEN
SHOULD USE IT AFTER SHAVING.

LIVERY STABLE

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Singlo
Bossies, Surries, Saddle Halves.

CALL

UP

-

the bkin, and tor the

Improved

and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches io.theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water
rjfhts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca en the arrival of
the north bouno train and arrive at Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Taee at 7 p. m.
Regular Metis 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Ten miles shorter than any ether
hort Orders at All Hours.
way. Good covered- hacks and good
teams. Fare $6.00 round trip. Teams
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo French Noodle Order 20c. a disk.,
New York Chop Suey 50c.
8tatlen.

A Scientific Formula for Beautifying

Lump

PHONE RED 122

Benzoine, Witch Hazel and Almond Cream Co.

Prepared only at

Screened

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

ZOOICSf
Zook's Pharmacy
Pho n e

Weed

Phone

9

JrkMki

"
ltaf if

tt
Brims Priittei
ia

o

Aiyflitnr

UVEIY LINL

CHAS. CLOSSON

Ave.

j

i

Zook's Pharmacy

Pho n e
213

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

i i

if i

i

80

DECEPTIVE.

People Fall to Realize
the Seriousness.

Many 8anta

Ft

Backache Is so deceptive.
yon
comes and goes-kee- ps
guessing.
Learn the cause then cure it.
Nine times out of ten it comes from
the kidneys.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
are so effective.
They're especially for sick or weakened kidneys.

It

.

Here's a Santa Fe case:
Jose Ortiz y Baca, Alto St., Santa
Fe, N. Max., says: "In 1907 I used
Doan's Kidney Pills for painB in my
hack which had troubled me for three
They brought prompt relief
years.
and proved so satisfactory that I gave
a public statement in their praise.
Now, after two and a half years have
passed, I glady confirm every word of
I can add that I
that testimonial.
have since used Doan's Kidney Pills
giving them a more thorough trial
and have received great benefit I
know that this remedy is a cure for
backache and kidney complaint"
For sale by all dealers. Price 5f
cents. FosterMilbura Co., Buffalo
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
"

CARLOS VIERRA EXHIBITS
FINE OIL PAINTINGS.
-

VARSITIES ARE

MEMBERS OF THE FIRST

J

STATE LEGISLA URE

hUeEN

'

Read What This Girl Says:
in
Wis.
take

"I
pleasure
writing you
Apple ton,
of mv sickness. I told a friend of mine
how I felt and she said I had female trouble and
advised me to use Lydia E. fmkham's Vegetable
Compound, as she had taken it herself for the same
trouble with wonderful results. I had been sickly
for two years and overworked myself, and had such
bad feelings every month that I could hardly walk
for pain.- I was very nervous and easily tired out
and could not sleep nights. I had dizzy spells, and
' I4 pimples came on my face. But I have taken your
JUveeetable Conroound and lam entirely cured. I
think it is the 'best medicine in existence." Miss Cecilia M. Bauer
1161 Lawrence Sk, Appleton, Wis.
i ftcfionnfc

WW,

-

-

THIS GIRL SAYS IT IS WOMAN'S BEST FRIEND!

Chicago, EL 'Tour Compound cured all my troubles and I am
ieeUng strong and happy ana able to work now. Wherever I go I
shall praiseLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, as I think it is
woman's best friend. I have told all my friends the good it has done
me." Mias Maggie Isbauer, 2418 So. Whipple Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Lorimor, Iowa. "I had a heavy cold in the spring and got all run
down and was irregular. I had no strength and had bearing down
Trains in my sides and back, and was very nervous and excitable. I
took Lydia E. Finkham's Vegetable Compound, and I am all right
again, and stronger than before." Miss L E. Williams, Lorimor, Iowa.

Is it not reasonable to suppose that a medicine that did
much for these girls will benefit any other girl who is
.suffering with the same troubles?
Does it not seem the only sensible thing to give such a
medicine at least a trial ? You may be sure that it can do
you no harm, and there is lots of proof that it will do
'
you much good.
.
.so

Por30yeajLydUE.Plnkhain'sVetMe

Compound has been the standard remedy for
female Ills. No sick woman does justice to
nereeu wno wiu mn
wn iamou medicine.
Made exclusively from toots oAd herb wad
to its credit.
baa thoimnds of
Pinkham invtos all slek womea
On,
to write, her
JShe has
thousands to forjOrtee.
free of eb-rAUnm Mrs. XtalXtza, Sum

j

hMi

give us due credit for all work done.
They Are Interested.
"It would be a strange thing if the

state institutions were not interested
in the courses of study in our secondHOT DICTATORS ary schools. These institutions are
vitally interested in what we are at
tempting and how well we are doing
what we attempt
T. W. Conway Declares They "You will pardon me if I give a lit
Are Not Trying to "Boss" tle personal experience in the matter
at. hand. For a period of six years
I was chairman of the admission comHigh Schools
mittee of one of our western schools
and in that position I learned the
MADE key to the requirements of the
CHARGES
higher institutions. In the
position I held I soon learned that
But He Says They Came About nobility of character, integrity of pur
pose and untiring energy and indus
In Past Decade Because
try were more vital than the particu
of the People.
'
lar branches taught in the high- school curriculum.
There I learned
"Should Higher Institutions Dic- that the character of the men and
tate Courses of Study to Our High women of the high schools counted
Schools?" That was the subject of a for more than Latin or English
paper by T. W Conway, member of courses.
the territorial school board and su"And why not? The higher institu
perintendent of schools at Raton, in tions are dependent on the public
conhe
an address
delivered at the
schools and parochial schools of this
ference yesterday of city and town county and their success will vary as
superintendents.
the foundation is well or poorly laid."
"In answering this question, at the Mr. Conway quoted Dr. Henry S.
I
of
my discussion,
very beginning
Pritchett, president of the Carnegie
would say, most emphatically, NO.
Foundation, saying he has declared
"In justice to the higher
institu- that what ails elementary education
tions, for fear some one might think today is an attempt to teach too many
these are attempting to dictate, I subjects at the same time to one
will further say that I do not believo pupil.
these institutions are attempting to
outline the courses of study in our VALUABLE MUSEUM FINDS

schools.
Illustrator of Magazines Shows Talent high
"Memory carries me back to my
In Depicting New Mexico's Marearly high school experiences and I
velous Skies.
distinctly remember how necessary it
was to prepare our high school stud
Carlos Vierra, of Portuguese desents for entrance to the state univer
has
who
cent as the name implies,
sity.
been a succesful magazine illustrator,
"Times have materially changed in
now is painting in oil and some of his the
past two decades of our educawork is being exhibited in the rooms tional
experiencec and today the
where
Museum
Mexico
of the New
heads of our state institutions are
the teachers have their headquarters not so much concerned as to what is
during the convention.
in the course of study as they are in
Mr. Vierra is a native of Monterey, the Question how well prepared are
California, and studied art at the pupils in the fundamentals of what
Mark Hopkins Institute of Art at San they have attempted in the high
Francisco. Later he studied in New school.
York City and then traveled exten"Since time lmmemoral, a certain
sively observing with the eye of an degree of academic culture has been
artist that appreciates color. He necessary for pupils to be eligible to
traveled around the horn "abaft the matriculation but in this age of promast" to get an idea of .the vastness gressiveness more vital elements are
and glories of the ocean, Pacific and being demanded by the higher instiAtlantic and some of the results of tutions throughout the land.
this trip were seen in very clever
A Great Change.
marine sketches, one of which, "The
in high schools realize
"Teachers
much
admired.
was
Harbor,"
full well that there has been a great
As a staff artist on more than one
change in the curricula of the high
of the New York great dailies he schools
in different parts of the Unit
He came to New Mex- ed
"won success.
within the past ten yean
States
ico to enjoy its climate and scenery but these
have not been made
changes
and he has given on canvas some of at the
of the higher institu
request
liis Impressions of the sun, skies and tions but have come directly from the
landscapes to be seen in this land of people and have been varied accordwonders.
ing to local conditions and requireOne of the largest of his pictures ments.
on exhibit might be called "Chimayo"
"Again the several universities of
lor that interesting region's mesas the west and many of the best colThe picture is really a leges have already arranged their
are seen.
study in cloud and sky effects, how curricula and credits to accommodate
ever, and the artist has portrayed a the varied courses of study in the
brilliant blue sky with a wealth of high schools of the west
clouds some of which are reddish in - 'The young man or young woman
color, reflecting the red earth beneath of today , who completes a thorough
There are several other
pictures manual training course or commercial
which will be noticed in the New Me
course is allowed credits for such
4can tomorrow.
work in many of our best institutions.
"I repeat that, in my judgment,
IFot coughing, dryness and tickling there is no contention on the part of
In the throat hoarseness and all the heads of state institutions to domcoughs and colds, take Foley's Honey inate the matter of the course of
Contains no study for high schools. On the conand Tar Compound.
trary, I have found them only too
cplates.
For sale by all druggists.
willing to. accept our material and
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made in dull or polish finish quartered
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IN GREAT SOUTHWEST

Smithsonian Institute Expedition
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New Mexico and Arizona is
Successful.
P. W. Hodge, ethnologist in charge
of the bureau of American ethnology
of the Smithsonian Institute, has returned to Washington from an expedition to New Mexico, conducted
under the joint auspices of the bureau
and the school of American archaeology at Santa Fe. Early in September
Mr. Hodge proceeded to El Moro or
Inscription rock in western New Mex
of
ico, where, with the assistance
Jesse L. Nusbaum of the school of
American archaeology, paper impressions and photographs of the inscrip
tions on the rock were made. El Morro
is an enormous sandstone rock rising
a couple of hundred feet out of the
plain, and eroded in such fantastic
forms as to give it the appearance of
a great castle; hence its Spanish
A small spring formerly ex
name.
isting at the rock made it a convenient camping place for the Spanish ex
plorers of the 17th and 18th centuries,
and the smooth surface of the "castle"
wall adapted it to receive the inscrip
tions of the conquerors of that early
The earliest inscription, and
period.
historically the most important, is
that of Juan de Onate, colonizer of
New Mexico and the founder of the
city of Santa Fe in 1606. It was in
this year that Onate visited El Morro
and carved this inscription on bis re
turn from a trip to the head of the
Gulf of California.
There "are 19
other Spanish inscriptions of almost
equal importance, among them that of
Don Diego de Vargas, who in 1692
reconquered the Pueblo Indians after
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COLONEL W. H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Member of the House From Dona Ana County.

Age 60 years.
Native of Wisconsin.
Educated in public schools.
Miner in Montana.
Lived in Nebraska.
Special agent for Depart- ment of Justice in Nebraska
Came to New Mexico thirty
years ago.
U. S. Indian agent at Mesca- lero.
Western livestock agent for
Santa Fe.
Delegate to several National
Republican Conventions.
Secretary and member of
New Mexico Board o World's
Exposition Managers at Chi- cago.
On governor's ttaffs
for
many years.
Admitted to Bar in 1885. Dis- trict attorney for many years.
U. S. district attorney.
Special assistant U. S. attor-ney general.
Went to Cuba in command
of captain of Troop Q. Rough
Riders.
,,.
Succeeded Colonel Roosevelt,
as major in command of sec- ond Squadron.
Member of several legisla- -

Republican, has been a member of
X the Republican county central comX mittee o Done Ana for many years.
X member of the Republican territorial
committee for twelv years, and has
X been elected twice a delegate to Re
X publican national conventions, name
X ly, in 1884 and 1896.
From 1881 to 1880 he was United
X
X States Indian agent for the Mesca- X lero and Jicarilla Apaches in Lincoln
X county and made an excellent official.
X From 1887 to 1893 he was western live
X stock agent for the Santa Fe railroad
X and was one of the best officials in
X the business.
He was secretary and member of
X
X the New Mexico Board of World's Ex
X position Managers in 1893, end served
with the rank of ma
X as
X jor, on the staffs of Govenors Sheldon
and Prince.
He studied law and in 1885 waa ad
X
X mitted a member of the bar of New
X Mexico.
He was elected to the Thirty-seconX
X Legislative Assembly as a represenX tative from Dona Ana county by 240
X majority, and was elected SDeaker.
X
Major Llewellyn was district attor
X ney from 1901 and 1906 and at nres- X ent holds the same office. In 1906, he
X was appointed U. S. district attorney
X and later was special assistant U. S.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Arm; officers detailed by War
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Tea buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLET.
For particulars and illustrated catalogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

d

their rebellion against Spanish au
thority In 1680.
The paper impressions or "squeezes"
have been transferred to the national
attorney general.
tares.
casts will
museum, where plaster
Colonel Llewellyn's military record
X
Speaker of the House.
soon be made of them for permanent
Member of county and terri- - X is a most enviable one. He was cap
El Morro
Although
preservation.
torial central committees for X tain of Troop G of the Rough Riders
has been made a national monument
many years.
X when the regiment sailed from Tam
by proclamation of the
President
Married
and
children.
has
X pa, Florida, for Cuba. When Lieu- there is no local custodian.
Conse
tenant Colonel Roosevelt was promot--j
quently the rock is exposed to vandal
ed to colonel, Mr. Llewellyn succeed.
ism, and the inscriptions, so important
ed him with the rank of major in
Possibly, no other man of New Mex
to the early days of 'the Southwest,
command of the second squadron, reare ever threatened with destruction ico is so widely and generally known,
his promotion from Roosevelt
ceiving
by the thoughtless
visitors, who not only in the Southwest but also and
scratch their own insignificant names elsewhere, as Colonel W. H. H. Llew mentholding that rank until the regi
returned to Montauk Point.
in dangerous proximity to these old
ellyn, who has carved himself a niche Long Island. It was after the surren
records of the early exploration.
in the hall of fame as a soldier, po der that he was sent into the city by
Mr. Hodge later joined Dr. Edgar L. litical
leader and statesman.
Colonel Roosevelt where he contractHewett, director of the school of Am
Mr. Llewellyn- is a native of Mon ed yellow fever. When the regiment
erican archaeology, on an expedition
to the Jemez valley, about 65 miles roe, Green county, Wis. He was edu- was mustered out he was honorably
northwest of Albuquerque, where ex cated in the public schools of his na- discharged with an endorsement upon
cavations were conducted in the ruins tive state and in early manhood went nis discharge written by Colonel
of a large stone pueblo known as to Montana, where he was engaged Roosevelt, as follows:
Battles and Engagements.
Amoxiumqua, which measures about in mining for several years, subseLas Guasimas, San Juan Hill and
1100 feet by 600 feet, and is situated quently removing to Nebraska, where
ou a mesa rising 1800 feet above the he actively entered political life. He the fighting in and about Santiago de
Cuba. Commanded his troop, leading
Jemez river.
This pueblo was occu held several important positions unsame in all of the charges in person.
pied from prehistoric times to the year der Hayes administration, among An
excellent soldier. Both in duty
1622, when, according to early Span- these, special agent of the Departish records it was abandoned on ac ment of Justice for the West. In 1881 and fighting.
count of the depredations of the Na he came to New Mexico and since (Signed) THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
His
Seven years later It that time has been successfully en ferred appointment as major was convajo Indians.
by general order No. 87, issued
was rebuilt and reoccupied at the in gaged in mining, farming, and fruit
by General Bates, U. S. A.
stance of a Franciscan missionary, raising.
Major Llewellyn held the position
and it remained inhabited for some
Since his advent in the territory he of advocate general of ,the National
time before 1680. when it was perman
has , taken active interest in public Guard with the rank of colonel for a
ently abandoned.
Excavations, chief and political affairs. He is an ardent number of
years.
ly in the refuse heaps which formed
the cemeteries of the town, brought
to light about 125 skeletons and more
RAINS DOING DAMAGE
Herewith are some bargains offered
than 200 pieces of pottery, mainly in
TO ARGENTINE CR0P8. by the New Mexican PrinUncCom- because
the occupants had
fragments,
the custom of "killing" the vessel de
ay: Cede ef Civil Precefure ef the
posited with the dead by heaping Wheat Market Began to Climb and Territory of New Mexico. 1897.
sheep
Pro.
Corn Rose In Sympathy
large stones upon them. All the frag
bemad, II; paper bound. 76c. Missouri
vision Eased Somewhat
ments were carefully preserved, how
ever, and are now on their way to the (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Pleading forms. SB: Klaaanr; nau
$6; the two for 110.
national museum, where they will be
Chicago, 111., Nov. 16. With rain Pleadings.
repaired and made available for study. continuing to 'do damage to crops in Adapted to New Mexico Coda. Laws
Most of the pottery bears decorations the Argentine and with more rain pre- ef New Mexico, 889, 1991 and 1993,
in color, and some of it shows close dicted, the wheat market today b
Bnglish and Spanish pamphlets, $2.26;
relationship to pottery found in an gan to climb. In the option pit, the Ml leather $3. 8aerlire riexlbh
cient ruins in northwestern Arizona. opening was the same as last night Oerer Pock't Dockets, single, 1.96;
Studies by the Bureau of American to c higher, May started a shade ewe er mere hooka, II each. New
touch- M'xtoe Supreme Court lteperte, Vea
ethnology among the Indians of the to
up at 100 to 100
latter region show that some of their ing 97
and then advance d to t and 19 inclusive, $3.39 each. Com
clans came from the Jemei country, 100
Natlea Corporation La Ire, 76 c Ceav
and the archaeological studies in the
The close was firm with May at Uatiea Mining Lawi, o c Money's
Jemez valley likewise show early 100
a net gain of
digest ef New Vvom P oyerts. full
connection between the occupants of
Corn rose in sympahty with wheat. eheea. 9C69: full Hat eafcool blanks.
In addition to the
these two areas.
higher
May opened a shade to c
pottery, numerous objects of bone, at 64
to 64
and asA HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE.
stone, and shells were found. Among cended to 65c.
the most significant of the finds are
That stops coughs quickly and cures
net colds
The close was firm and
the remains of a necklace accompany
is Foley's Honey and Tar Com651-4December.
for
at
higher
of
skeleton
a
child, consisting
ing the
Mrs. Anna Pelxer. 2526 Jef
pound.
of
effect
the
Oats
felt
the
upward
of 24 Venetian glass beads substanti
St..
So. Omaha. Kh
ferson
started
cereals.
of
other
May
ating the early Spanish records that swing
and can recommend Foley's Honey and
the old pueblo was occupied within at last night's level at 48
Tar Compound as a euro cure for
was hoisted to 50
the historical period.
eased some- coughs and colds. It cured my daughAlthough provisions
what at the outset, the grain strength ter of a had cold and my neighbor,
Baekache, Headache, Nervousness
Mrs. Benson. Cured hemnlf anil her
and rheumatism, both in men and wo led substantially to an. upturn. Inl-it- whole family with
Foley's Honey and
sales were unchanged to 7 c
men, mean kidney trouble. Do not al
Tar compound.
Everyone in our
low it to progress beyond the reach down, with May delivery 16.72 Vt for
neighborhood speaks highly of it"
2
8.60
62
to
and
9.65
but
for lard;
of medicine
stop it promptly with pork;
For sale by all druggists.
Foley Kidney Pills.
They regulate for ribs.
the action of the urinary organs. To
nic in action, quick in result.
UO WBM usorxsH mti eni otom
Try a New Mexican Wast Ad, it umn
it you want remits.
For sale by all druggists.
brings resulta,
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Shoes and
Pumps for
Evening

Wear

Snappy, Strong
Shoes for Outdoor Exercises,
Dainty Slippers
for your 5tay at
home.

This is the best place to
buy any and all of the
above styles. It is a
store that gives full and
honest values. We exercise care to see that
you are properly fitted.

get prompt, court
eous, intelligent service
and the best value for
your money. Our idea
is to serve you as much
as to sell you.
You
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the wool schedule, and New Mexi- all this from charitable motives, but unfold leaf by leaf as does the rose,
co will have two senators on hand the whole movement is prompted by as we do to our plants. Under proper
who will help to do it.
pedagogical motives, for it is useless instruction the innate impulse of boy
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
to try to instruct sick or hungry chil- - or girl is to grow in intelligence aa
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
he grows In body, and if mind and
dren.
FOUR HUNDRED TEACHERS
Editor and President.
Vice President
the
to
was
body are properly cultivated and fosrecognize
quick
"Japan
ATTEND 26TH CONVENTION.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
CHAS. M. STAUFFER.
same fact She did not have many tered, few will think of leaving the
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
men, but she understood that her suc- school voluntarily."
(Continued from rage One.)
cess in war and in peace would deEntered si Second Class Hatter at the Santa Pe Postofflce.
ence of a nunc er of other veteran pend on developing to the fullest ex- LABOR AND CAPITAL HAVE
NO IDENTITY OF INTERESTS.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION,
S3.60 educators who have been
identified tent the values of those she did have.
Daily, six months, by mall
She gave the children an interest in
or
association
all
'his
with
telly, per week, by carrier...... .25 Weekly, six months
during
1.00
75
Dally, per seonth, by carrier
most of its existence, loyal to it, and things, and adjustment to environ- Such Is the Idea of Radical Element
2.00
in American Federation
year
per
Weekly,
.65
mail
The fact ment and large mental and material
Daily, per month, by
the cause it represents.
of Labor.
.50 that less than en per cent1 of the results followed. We have reason to
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
touly. per year, by mail
believe that the history of every other
teachers in the United States are
Wire to New Mexican)
enrolled in state associations, nation that fully develops its human (By Special Leased
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Ga., Nov. 16. The fifteen
of
will
the
Atlanta,
resources,
history
repeat
and
en
New
Mexico has
that
President
labor ' leaders, including
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper la New Mexico. It Is sent to rolled
and Japan."
more . .than
twenty
per Germany
on
executive
the
are
who
Gompers,
every poBtotfice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation cent of hers in our association the last
Examine' Conditions.
National Civic Fedamonfc the intelligent and progressive people ot the Southwest.
The speaker then declared that "the committee of the
few years, is a remarkable testimony
are- called on to sever their
to the ability, of these leaders in de problem of the hour is the child and eration,
connection with the latter organizawelfare.
to
his
relation
the
public
the proper educational
veloping
common tion in a resolution introduced in bespirit. Twenty-tiv- e
years ago there The world seems moved by a condi- half of the United Mine Workers.
to
into
the
examine
was nothing worthy the name of a impulse
The resolution, which was referred
Common
school system- in New Mexico. tions affecting children.
public
of
the
A.
Edward
to the resolutions committee declares
Professor
Ross,
child
DON'T WANT TO BE CIVILIZED.
attendance,
schools,
compulsory
of Wisconsin whose use- Four years before the birth of this as- labor, the protection of neglected and that "there is a growing tendency in
Bishop Thurston or the Methodist University
was
fulness
given impetus by his sociation, the legislature authorized
children and the reforma- practically all labor organizations to
distressis
church in Missouri
sorely
from the Stanford fac- the organization of school districts, tion of juvenile delinquents have be- view with suspicion and distrust the
exit
dramatic
ed because tht Osage Indians, whose
.
ears ago, recenuy speui a yea. and the support of schools by public come so intertwined by their inter- acts of any labor representative who
homes are within his bishopric,
China, traveling 10,000 miles, and money, but the act was unpopular, ests, that it Is now practically impos- is in any way conected with the Civic
cline to work. The liberal policy
rF
kin
PtlQtllrinff PVllYlOOli" the school laws were not printed,
sible to separate the general treat- Federation" which is declared to be
th tnvemmrat and continued race "IO nrr fn"
about fifty per cent of the inhabitants
wide
is
attention.
com-attracting
j
of one from the other. In all built on the false assumption of 'Idensuicide among the Indians have
ment
He touches on the question of livest over ten years of age could not read, these matters, our country takes a tity of Interests."
bined to make their per capita wealth
in and our work began when there were
under accumulating
leading part. All but seven states,
governtneht air interest to American workingmen
less than two hundred schools, and
Jolments and bounties about $20,000 this way:
chiefly along the gulf, have compul- UNION PACIFIC SUFFERS
"Under good conditions the white about fifty school buildings. History sory attendance laws; all but nine,
each. They are the richest people in
IN ITS ANNUAL RECEIPTS.
the world. "They live," says the St man can beat the yellow man in turn- indicates that we organized before one of which is New Mexico, have
condibad
owned
our
of
school
off
cities
work.
under
But
propany
child
on
educational
restrictions
Louis
"in a most ing
Surplus Is Reduced $5,485,379 Since
beautiful and genial land, one so tions the yellow man can beat the erty, or the territory built its first ed- labor; and all but three, one of which
Last Year's Report
enucational institution. No school of is ours, establishes an age under
fruitful and so spacious in the scanti- white man, because he can better
Was Made.
ness of its population and its wide-ope- dure spoiled food, poor clothing, foul higher learning was maintained at which specific employments are forand
acof
discomfort,
state
Sisters
the
air,
heat,
has
been
noise,
dirt,
expense, though
bidden. Much good that
spaces looking down to
(By Special teased Wire to Nw Mexican)
Reilly can outdo Ah San, Loretto and the Christian Brothers complished is the result of accidentalNew York, Nov. 16. The fourvale or up to rollng slopes, microbes.
but Ah San can undarlive Reilly."
had established a chain of great and ly stumbling upon a way to improve teenth annual report of the Union Paspreading to far horizon lines."
soThe great trouble with Chinese
noble church schools from Las Cru-ce- s the child, by those who know little cific R. R. Co., for the fiscal year endare so
These savages
near our southern boundary to or nothing of psychology and kindred ed June 30, last, issued touay, gives
obtuse to the advantages of the high- ciety is the craving for offspring, con
cr rivilizatinn that thev decline toi sequent big families and overcrowd- Taos on the north.
subjects. Many methods of treatment total revenue for operation as
of the means of subsistenceThere
are rightfully condemned by educaOur Problem.
a decrease of $1,244,984
adopt it. They say that if they were ins
are more people than can possibly
tors. Too many teachers apply meth- compared with the previous year. Totn Anelo-Saxorivilirt annm-dion
"We
in
the
live
the
past,
present,
standards they would not be content live comfortably in the district now and for the future. The past is se- ods to pupils like young mothers do tal income derived other than from
They transportation operations amounted
with $20,000 for each man, woman and inhabited. Better transportation facil- cure; the present alone is ours in Winslow's Soothing Syrup.
not what ails the child, nor the to $18,396,571, a decrease oS $1,175,-48child but would be plotting and labor- ities and the development of new which to
and the future lies know
work;
some
the
will
relieve
day
medicine for the disease, but
ing for more. They say that, from territory
The company's total surplus was
before us like uncut marble before proper
the last dose put the youngster to reduced oy $5,485,379 to $14,334,445.
what they have seen and heard of congestion.
The
the
confronted
past
sculptor.
Ross
thinks
Professor
upon
acthat,
to
a
chance
she
and
union's
takes
labor
and
and
sleep,
combines,
trusts,
is and solved some of the most difficult complish the same thing again. We
and umier tens, and lower twos, and the whole, "the Chinaman's destiny
are
in
Others
wherev-e- i educational problems.
of
white
the
that
that
Mvtxn oansractory.
man;"
must study all new discoveries in the
automobiles, and aeroplanes, and stock
we are going, socially and econom- process of solution, so that we have light of established truths, and be
Another true kid story.
and
and
decollette
gowns
margins
A little girl living on Vassar street,
inherited, not only glorious opportuni- slow to accept them as our guide. For
spike-tai- l
coats, and other concom- ically, he is going.
but
also
of
East
ties,
liberal
He
that
the
great
responsibilities.
Cleveland, had for a long time
day
s
predicted
to
civilizathe
American
attempt
itants of
inexpert psychologist
on western models was Education must always adjust itself tc dissect the mind of the living child prayed for a baby sister. In the course
tion, they do not feel that it would government
to the industrial development of the and draw conclusions as to universal of time, her prayers were answered.
enhance their happiness to secure near, and his words were scarcely
printed when "bang" went the rev commonwealth. I believe our state be- childhood therefrom, is as inefficient And whet, she was taken in to look
them.
olution!
gins its career at a strategic point in at, for the amateur in human anatomy at the little mite of humanity, it was
Missionaries who preach the gospel
our economic development
at the to attempt with the hope of profit, an plain to be seen that she was disapof work to them talk to inattentive
dawn of an industrial change from unguided
We pointed. It was awfully little, this
HERE IS THE HUB.
surgical
operation.
ears. The good bishop insists that
as the almost sole occu- must listen to experts in these lines new baby, awfully wrinkled and terAsso
The
Educational
Mexico
New
But
still
Indians."
are
"blanket
they
men who for years have gradually ribly red.
should establish permanent pation, to a condition in which
they answer that a $20,000 Indian con- ciation
"You dont like her, do you?" asked
should
and
Fe.
agall psychology, philoso
concentrated
Santa
at
commerce,
mining,
It
tent to wrap his noble form in a blank-- ' headquarters
the nurse.
,
e
et has a better time than he would have at these headquarters a prac-hav- riculture will furnish more employ- phy and ethics about child study, in
"I do too like her" asserted the
if he were unblanketed and tical man a Daid secretary, who will ment. Soon our state, already check- accordance with the tendencies of
look after the interests of education ed with railroads, will be dotted with evolution in all fields of investigation girlie, stoutly. "She's she's my fav'rit
"busted."
shade." Cleveland Plain Dealer.
teachers in a practical man- cities filled with mechanics, and
by basing their conclusions on a
And En fhristinn civilization halts ani
wno
made
collection
of
tnat
and
ner,
fields
statistics
win
smoking factories,
copious
gatner
carefully
groaning
on the borders of the Osage reservaNo Temptation.
tion and retires discouraged, and the are reliable, and who will represent of grain and fruit. These economic and critically sifted objective data.
before
of
cause
the changes will bring grave problems,
education
They Need Sympathy.
Talking of men servants, a member
ncble savage continues to enjoy his the
state officials whenever expedient. and will throw a great strain on the
President Hofer then took up the of Union League was telling his . exbarbaric idleness and his plenty.
The convention itself should meet intellectual forces of our civilization. "present knowledge of mental devel perience. "My man Is all right" he
here annually, for the present meet- Will New Mexico furnish the captains opment" and. dwelt at length on the said, "but I have a suspicion thatthe
SACREDNESS OF THE BALLOT.
ing has demonstrated that Santa Fe for her industries, the superintendents mind of the infant, the child and the likes my brand of cigars and brandy.
To the average citizen it must have can draw many more teachers than and the skilled labor for her factories. youth aad said:
I upbraided him recently for helping
"The boy,, awkward, hesitating, em- himself so liberally to my cigars, be
appeared for a long time that too any other place and draws them from mines, and railroads, the horticulturmuch is said about political dishonesty more counties than any other convene ist for her Iruil regions, and the scien- barrassed,, almost dumb before his cause it looked as if he might be open
or else too little is done about it. ' tion city possibly could. Here the tific farmer for her virgin soil? Or teacher, .understands and appreciates ing a shop somewhere, or at least sup
The professional politicians, who teachers come into intimate touch will our sons and daughters become far more than he can possibly ex plying all his friends.
self-co,
" 'You don't think, sir,' he protestare inclined to the narrow and be- with the governmental machinery, the industrial serfs of this
country, press.-- The girl, modest, and
nighted view that they are waging a from here radiate the influences that while imported brain will reap the scious of her imperfect control and ed, "that I'd do such a thing sir!
ill proportions, blushes at the least still have four boxes left from my
sort of war of the clans, and that all formulate legislation and make men princely fortunes from
directing this
Is fair, in war, appear to regard it as a and measures. Here too are centered economic
Each gives special care last employer's, and I like them very
The
development?
product provocation.
part of the game to charge widespread many educational institutions and of our public schools will answer to person, better conduct, and more well, sir, and I wouldn't think- of
and wholesale fraud whenever an many attractions that appeal especial- these
refined behavior when the climax of changing, sir.' "
questions.
election is held. .'
at
ly to men and women of culture. Here
The speaker then discussed the ad this, turbulent period is reached,to do
about fifteen, and will continue
But this sort of thing sinks deeper too, meets the legislature on which de- vancement made in child
8he Knew Something.
and
so through life if properly matured
than the politicians appear to realize. pend the educational policies that the declared that any question study
T tell you my wife knows a thing
on educastate
will
follow
and
the
from
here
of
at
or
the age
nineteen. or two. The people who inhabit the
It creates the impression that all men
eighteen
tion must be finally anssered "In the
The infant has no idea of right and neighborhood into
in public life are dishonest, and that convention and the teachers can exert
which we have Just
of
on
its
influence
the
light
fostering
wrong, the child has such as he has moved look at us with awe."
the power and meaning of the ballot the most potent influences. Santa Fe
of
child
each
complete
development
is the hub of the state as far as
teachers and
learned from
are being reduced to a mockery.
"How did she manage it?"
within the nation." He then gave associates, but parents,
the youth is doubtful,
It should be borne in mind at all government and education are
"Engaged two of the biggest vans
some interesting statistics saying
questioning, independent, and perhaps in town to move us, when all our
times that the ballot in America is the
are
there
be
25,000,000
children
nearly
disobedient in the matter. This .is a goods might have been
citizen's weapon of defense. It is the
tranported In
The New Mexican stood up for Hon tween the ages of 5 and 18 in this manifestation of the great awakening a
one thing that insures his equality
overloadcart
without
greengrocer's
of
these 7,500,000 never en- ot instincts and powers, the hunger
with other men. It is a thing to be Elfego Baca, Republican candidate for country:
ing It"
in
roll
school
the
and
public
thick
and
thin.
only
It
Both
for
Congress
and
through
discussed and regarded honestly and
knowledge
experience.
went out of its way to praise him and about half of them in daily attend- sexes are easily swayed by older
seriously.
NOT FROM HIM.
ance.
to
make
his
commendable views
public
friends and teachers, and crave sym
For this reason charges against
pathy. At no other time in life do
the purity of the ballot which may on a number of public questions. But Continuing he said:
"Of each group of one hundred chil- they need more sympathy and con
be wholly justifiable in many instan it cannot agree with him when he ac
George Cur- dren that enroll in our schools, ninety stant care, if they are to be led safeces should be made only by those cuses Congressman-Elec- t
who are in possession of facts and ry of treachery toward the Hon. El reach the fourth grade; eighty-on- e
ly through the trials of adolescence."
The face of the election the fifth grade; sixty-eigh- t
fego Baca.
Defects of Children.
the sixth
evidence.
fifty-fou- r
The speaker pointed out that many
the seventh grade;
grade;
If dishonest elections are possible, returns do not bear this out. In Otero
Gov- children are abnormal and require, on
forty the eighth grade; twenty-sevethose who are responsible should be and Lincoln counties,' in which
Curry is at home and where he the first year of the high school; sev account of their handicaps through
!
uj i j i n.
it. a ernor
ne ,hardest th,e Hon. Elfe go enteen the second
year; twelve the disease, longer time to complete their
known to the courts. If dishonesties worked
naca
not
oniy runs wen wiin nis uck-et-, third year; and eight finish the high studies. He added:
are not positively known to exist, it
but in many instances ahead of it. school course.. It is estimated that ot
"Many children are partially deaf
is the duty of the thoughtful citizen
to defend the ballot as an institution, The New Mexican knows that Con each one hundred children in school or partially blind; only with great ef-George Curry argued at the age of ten years ninety-eigh- t
fort can they hear the teacher or see
and to challenge every statement to gressman-Elec- t
the effect that it is merely a reed vehemently to overcome prejudices will be in school at eleven; ninety- the work upon the blackboard. It is
did exist against Mr. Baca in seven at
at usually thought such1 a child is ..dull
which the people have come to regard that
twelve; eighty-eigthose sections, and that he overcame thirteen; seventy at
inattentive or failing in obedi
forty-seve- n stupid,
as a staff.
fourteen;
them in part, is shown by the elecat fifteen; thirty at sixteen; ence. Colonel Parker once declared
This race question is sixteen at
tion returns.
seventeen; eight at eigh- that half the cases of disobedience in
Governor Woodrow Wilson of New an ugly thing and it is significant that
schools are due to
and
four
at nineteen.
Jersey has Just gone through a fight both on the Democratic and on the teen;
a pathological condition. It has been
"This
marked
our
decline
in
school
.
Bur-O.
on
Holm
similar to that waged
with
Republican tickets, .the men
between the fourth and estimated that the handicap caused
sum and with somewhat similar re- names were ap- attendance
such physical defects as the docI. M. P. Cunious
can
fifth
old
grades, and continued decrease by
suit Governor Wilson had offended parently defeated where they were
tors
can discover and remove, amounts I borrow ten dollars Say, t man,
means
our
that half of
thereafter,
today
the chairman of the Democratic state opposed by men with
to more than thirty million dollars anCutting Hints That's according to
committee as Bursum had offended American name. It is merely another pupils leave school with the course nually. This amount is wasted so
how many friends you haven't asked
finished.
half
Such
education
results
This Democratic leader sidelight on this election, which shows
Hagerman.
not
are
as
and.
teachers
long
parents
just like Hagerman, went out to de- that the Goddess of Reform was busy In a comparatively low grade of pub- better acquainted with the children. yet
feat Governor Wilson and he succeed- iu some other fields when the aver- lic intelligence. Many of oar citizens The community owes the mentally
ed in turning the legislature over to age voter cast his ballot on November are so nearly in gross Ignorance that retarded child as much 'consideration
Sordid and Yet
The poet sings of Blossom Land
the Republicans, just the same kind 7. in New Mexico.
they can find employment only in the as it does the normal child, and when
With all his heart and soul;
lowest forms of industry, end are once we will
of a poor revenge as turning New
'Most any land Is Blossom Land
apply the same pains
poorly fortified against the debasing
WOOL MUST BE PROTECTED.
M ixico partially over to the Demohim who has a rolL
or
For
and
minute,
of low associates. Their taking, method's to seecompletely
that we make
crats. The New Jersey
ganized
It is said that members of the influencesto master
the more difficult use of the weaker matter as well as
which had 24 Democratic majority in House, Ways and Means Committee inability
Works Both Ways.
of life, and their moral the
1910, now has ten stand pat Republi"Takes us some time to train a girl,"
stronger, In the process of mold
have received "what they consider problems often
makes It necessary ing the human material as we use said the telephone manager.
can majority. This may have dimmed authoritative information to the effect weakness,
the luster of Governor Wilson's polit- that the Tariff Board will make a re- for the state to care for them in char- in commerce and industry to make a
of girls
"And then you lose
itable or penal institutions,' at a dread- profit out of the
ical future for the time being, but the
we shall through marriage."
on raw wool and woolens to
port
lot of
governor is no less a man or leader President Taft in which It will be ful loss to society."
eliminate from society the greater
"Yes; but things even up.
President Hofer described the pa- part of these injurious elements girls get tired of their husbands and
because of this selfish revenge of the recommended that all duties be
put
'
'
ternal care exercised by Germany which now threaten its health and come back to us."
man he offended.
upon a specific basis both for raw and
over their school children, even its existencce."
or at least and Japan
material
and
for
textiles,
that Germany holds 94 per Mr. Hofer made a plea for a deter
The Census Bureau which yesterday
ex cent said
Physical Impossibility.
of all its children in the schools mination on the part of every teach
told of the extent of the automobile that the specific duties be greatly
"How could
lose heavily In
tended." It is further stated that until the
of 14 years. He con- er to thoroughly understand his pupil that electrio Jogglns
age
Industry, today, in a bulletin, shows these members of the
illumination concern
and
Ways
'
that the carriage and wagon industry) Means Committee are "informed that tinued:
and he pointed but that this can be stock?"
"One hundred and sixty-thre- e
is by no means on the decline in the
cities done by the study of books and close
"Why couldnt
the
upboard
settled"
has
tentatively
in Germany examine the children's observation
United States. It is true, the auto- on
of the tendencies of
"For the simple reason that it seems
on
raw
of
rate
which
a
wool
duty
teeth
a
mobile factories turned out
quarter will
regularly, and 53 attend to them children. He added:
impossible to lose heavily In a light
2
27
to
be
about
per
equivalent
billion worth of automobiles last year
free; 274 examine the eyes at inter"In placing our potted plants and investment"
and the wagon and carriage industry cent, thus putting the rate lower than vals, and 215 furnish glasses at pub- setting out garden flowers, we give
was
which
that
for
voted
only $160,000,000 worth of wagons and the Democrats infinally LaFollette-Un-derwoo- d by lic expense; 131 cities employ experts each the position, the food, and the
No Wonder.
the
to aid children with defective hear water suited to its particular need
carriages, yet, the latter gave more
coolness between Mrs.
this
which
of
a
carried
"Why
rate
bill,
196
more
cities instruct teachers how Observation and study have taught
ing;
hands, for 176000
employment to
' '
faml-lieto cure defects of speech; 171 provide that each demands Its peculiar sbil Wombat and Mrs. Woppf The
men, boys, women and girls were on 29 per cent
home."
are
at
We
friendly
can
this
informahardly relieve
special treatment for nose and throat and special treatment calculated to
the payrolls as against only 40,000 In
"Seems that Mrs. Wombat's husband
tion to be "authoritative"; but, as HI diseases. In 1909
More than
the auto Industry.
Germany gave bring out the full strength of root, sent her a hard-luc- k
poker story,
the
Board
is
Tariff
for
the
inbreakfasts
to
In
preparing
to
invested
luncheons
us
42,373,
the wagon
is
stem and flower. Let
give as much while Mrs.
husband sent her
dnatrr end 146.000,000 are paid out certain defeat of whatever recomnwn- - 23,773, and dinners to 28.724 of her attention to the cultivation of the fifty plunks."Wopp's
In wage In the 6,492 establishments, datlon they may make lor the revision school children. She does,; not do human mind, which naturally should
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BANK

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE
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THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

............

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. ' Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank' executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consist- - '
'
ent with sound banking.

--

reg-alarl- y

'

.

:

g;

money-transmittin-

OFFICERS.
R.

ofa

J.

J

President.

PALEN,

J.

r

Cashier.

B. READ,

L. A. HUGHES,

I

Assistant Cashier.

F. McKANE,
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PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

t,

n

How About That Fire Insurance? :
IS YOUR PROPERTY

'

FULLY PROTECTED ?

n

Think About It!
THE

--

Then Act!

COMPANY

MOULTON-ESP- E

.

SANTA FE, N. M.

GENERAL AGENTS,

high-clas-

stock-raisin-

g

5anta Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Window Frames,
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Mouldings,

Sash, Doors,

Casings, Base,

Wainscotting,
Ceiling,
Custom Work,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
W: solicit a liberal share of your patronage.
Specifications, Etc

Estimates cheerfully furnished

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON
Phone Black
33166.

n

Rubber Stamps.

-

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REfegMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

PRICE LIST.

ne

1-

-2

..............
........

-

one-ha-

ht

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.

.

inch
Mc
any town and date, for
inch
50c
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
Regular Line Dater month, day and year, -4 inch . . . .' 35c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
inch.... 25c
...
Defiance Model Band Dater......
1.M
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Weed Cut. . .... 1.50
Pearl Check Protector . . .
1.50

Local Dater

1-

-2

1-

..........

-3

1-

n

1-

non-Spani-

her

-2

One-lin-

j

a-l-

1-

ne

n

Spanish-America-

..............

15c
laches leaf
Stamp, net over 2
Each additional line on stamp. . . .
10c
One-liStamp, over 21-- 2 and net over 31-- 2 inches rang . . 20c
Each additional line on stamp
15c
One-liand not over 5 inches long.. .. 25c
stamp, over 3
' Each additional line on same
20c
stamp.....
e
10c
Stamp, over 5 Inches long per inch
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two Hnes).
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long.
.25c extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
lf
over
Inch in size, we charge far one Hae for each
lf
inch or fraction.

One-li- ne

u

SELF-INKIN1

2
4

3--4,
3-- 4
1- -4

G

15cts;

2x3

3-- 4,

-8

STAMP PADS.
25 cts; 2
2,

x 4 4, 35 cts; 3 -8 x 6, 60 cts $ 4 x7
x 9, 85 cts. All colors. Stamp Pad Ink, 25

1--

1-

2,

28 cts;
75 cts;

cts per bottle.

FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
SANTA FE, NE

SOFT DRINKS
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$175,-000,00-
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PERSONAL MENTION

been asked" to make a visitation In
Bishop Kendrlck's place and to confirm a class at St. Clement's church.
El Paso Herald.

)

PAGE FIVE

SANTA FE, N. M.

STEW MEXICAN,

25Discount

THOSE
J. M. C. Chaves, Jr., of Abiquiu, Rio ALL ARE INVITED
several
Arriba county, is spending
EXHIBITS.
VIEW
TO
j days in Santa Fe.
I
one
of Board of Education Takes a Recess
Gus Mulholland of Gallup,
' the best known citizens of New Mexiand Dress Shapes.
Until End of Week to Await
co, is a Santa Fe visitor.
the Reports.
Judge G. A. Richardson of Roswell,
SEE THEM AT
after spending several days in Santa
Your Patronage Solicited
The board of education took a reFe, went to Albuquerque yesterday.
until tomorcess yesterday
W. A. Poore,
superintendent of row or Saturday pending the meeting
schools at Carlsbad, formerly at Clo-vi- of the school
superintendents "who GOVERNMENT WILL NOT
H. F. STEPHENS. Cnhier,
. B. LAUGHLIN, President
is among the visiting educators. will take up the matter of courses of
APPEAL TOBACCO CASE.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier
Dr., C M. Light, president of the study for the high school of the ter- (PfrTFiT--,New Mexico Normal School at Silwill Seems to Be Satisfied With Plan Proritory. Their recommendations
ver City, is among the visitors in the then be taken
up by the board.
posed for Dissolution of
capital. t
For the Treasury.
Trust.
Miss Anna Rieve and Miss Aurora
Territorial Treasurer Rufus J.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Lucero from Las Vegas, are visiting
D.
Washington,
C, Nov. 16. The
has Teceived the following sum
the Misses Manderfield at their home for the
incorporated 1903.
Established 1856.
government will not appeal from the
treasury:
on College avenue.
of decision of the United States Circuit
James Sutherland, treasurer
National Committeeman
Solomon rhavo. rnntv S12M77O Pier. Court at New York which approved
Luna returned this evening to Albu- the pIan of dissolution proposed by
SQn of Quay 52 442 19- Jose y Torres,
A
Tobacco
querque from Magdalena, after spend- - Socorro $36711. James A Baird of tbe Americaa
Company,
for
of
lng a day at Socorro.
f While the government may ask the
tor 'tlnrca. win r n'nhMn
Charles A. Spiess of the Republican
court to review the decision
$246.84; Game and Fish War- supreme
Central Committee returned this aft Sierra,
at any time within a year, it was learnThomas P. Gable, $81.25.
den
ernoon to Las Vegas after spending
ed today that Attorney General
HAVE EVER HAD
Notary Appointed.
was not planning to do so at
several days in town.
CasMills
has
Governor
appointed
tUg Um(? and probably wi Mt
Judge Foree has returned from a tulo
Marquez of Duran, Torrance
Petition for Intervention Denied.
business trip to Nevada and Kena notary public.
indeThe petition of the
tucky and expects to remain in Santa county,
Exhibits.
School
tobacco dealers for leave to
Fo for some time to come.
pendent
inSanta reans and all visitors are
Mrs. James G. Fitch, wife of the
intervene in the goevrnment's disso
well known attorney and former vited to view the many school exhib- lution suit against the tobacco trust
chairman of th Demnrratir rentral lts wnich hav ben l),aced on screens waa deni,d bv the 1TnIted States cir- in the hal1 ot the
P'101 Annex.
A
cuit court Tnls indicates that the
committee, James G. Fitch of Socorro,
or
case proDaDiy win go at once to me
Mrs. n. a. L,augnitn at
is the guest
eA in tnSe
xhlb,ts and Santa Fe's United States supreme court. ' ,
her home on Don Gaspar Avenue.
A
4
Delegate in Coneresa William H.!schools ar Prominent among them.
Andrews left this afternoon for his The exhioits have been artistically
1
and NEW METHOD TOILET SHOP
home in Albuquerque. He will return grouped and properly labelled
A
to Santa Fe later In the month. While the namS of the sthooL town or
e
MRS R. LOPEZ.
X here Mr. Andrews was registered at county represented are in iarge
Home
of
f
;
Palace, wher his room No. 60 ters to attrat the eye of the passerManicuring
Shampooing
by.
'Was the mecon of Tinnhliean leader-Hair Dressing Massaging
in
Postal
Southwest.
Changes
1 as these all concede that he will bo
Chiropody.
Washington, D. C, Nov. "16. The
one of the two U. S senators from
Ro m Over F. Andrews' Store
following recent postal changes have Fron
New Mexico.
made ln the Southwest: Turquil- Warren H Buffum. aged 26. a veee-'beej
tarian, and Jesse H. Buffum aged 30, l0 Mora county. Kew Mexico, has
a meat eater, were ln the city today been discontinued, and the mail sent
th rneata
Mnrtnn BoHmnn n to Mora, and the route from Mora to
whom they had letters from Artist Guadalupita has been changed to FRESH BREAD AND CAKE
Lucer0 and
uin by way of
Phillips of Taos. The young men are "f
)ay. Loayes pjne
crossing the country making a dietetic ur1U"loPlazer, Quay county, New Mexico, COuTeCIIOnery, rrUltS and UrOCerieS
experiment for Dr. Sargent, physical
director of Harvard, and writing ar-- is discontinued and the mail now sent FreshCreamPuffS Wednesday & Saturday
tides for a magazine. They passed to Tucumcarl.
Seldon,
Dona Ana
Phone, 152 Red.
through the Moreno valley on their county, New Mexico, has been
AMAD0 GUTIERREZ, PROP.
here and were detained two days continued.
:
:
Phone 36
:
:
:
:
P. O. Box, 219.
by a blizzard.
McAllister, Cochise county, Arizona.
They left Boston July
10, and expect to reach Los Angeles has been discontinued and the mail
sent to Wilcox, Arizona and McAllls- by Christmas.
Bishop John Mills Kendrick of the ter wln be supplied on the route from
THE TIME TO BUY
New Mexico diocese of the Episcopal Wilcox to Aravaipa.
rrom
to
service
lne
Arizona
Yuma,
Is
HGT WATER BOTTLES
church,
seriously ill at Pasadena,Cal. Bishop Kendrick is well known
'cacno, California has been increas- to
ed
a
three
times
week.
Is now. We have just received
iu El Paso having spent the greater
"
alargeiinedirect from factory,
part of the winter here last year and
has been paying El Paso official visits STOCK MARKET HAD
thereby insuring fresh goods.
for a number of years as the bishop
SIGNS OF STRENGTH.
In charge of the New Mexico district,!
j.
church, There Was Uncertainty for a While
including the St. Clement's
six-roo- m
Because of his illness Bishop Julius
but Securities Rallied Quickly
W, Atwdod, of the Arizona diocese has
Thereafter.
good
(Br Special Leaned Wire to New Mexlcaa)
New York, Nov. 16. With the ex1
TQ CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
good
ception of a period of uncertainty
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine early in the dav. tiie stock market die.
4
Tablets. Druggists refund money If It played a decree rot strength durina
1
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signa the morning whicS was a decided con
ture Is on each box. 25c.
trast ' with yesterday's weakness.
Stocks were marked up under the
leadership of Union Pacific and the
Southern group. Refusal of the court
to permit the independent tobacco
H,
Interests to intervene ln the Ameri
SURETY BONDS, REAL ESTATE.
INSURANCE,
can Tobacco case helped the bull
party to force up the Hst. The bears
1 19 San Francisco St
Phone, Red 189.
Wliefe FriCeS' AFC LOWeSt centered their efforts about Lehigh
Valley which yielded readily at first,
FOR
jbut on Its recovery their operations
were effectually checked.
SAFE QUALITY
We guarantee each and every Bot
Further advances were made all
tie we sell to last one year.
through the list lil the second hour
but the purchases decreased automatically as prices went higher. Union
4
Always Reliable
Pacific reached 173. The coal group,
COFFI
tbe heavy accumulation
of Lehigh
DRUGGISTS
Valley which was sold more than a
Phone, Red tel. Night Phone,Red 58. J
Poor coffee is an unpoint above yesterday's closing had
a
strengthening effect on affiliated
wholesome drink.
To
"
stocks, and there was active bidding
the
begin
day by drinking
for the local public utilities.
it clouds an otherwise
Western stocks in general made
good showing.
cheerful mind. See to
Metal Issues responded to the per
it, then, that you have
sistent buying of United States Steel
and Amalgamated Copper, both of
Chase & Sanborn's.
Call and see us.
l
PAINTING
which were up a point.
High Grade Coffee
Bonds were fteady.
with its fragrant,
Room traders took profits sparingly
and the market was set back slightly.
aroma and
V
Lehigh Valley later was pushed to
Hand-Paint- ed
179
but the general market recolor. ,
mained in a state of Inaction.
Satisfaction .Guaranteed.
Louisville & Nashville and AtlanThe Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any ArtiLACASSAGNE
tic Coast Line were absorbed steadily PAUL
cle That You Might Be Interested In.
and showed advances of 4
'
2
305 San Francisco Street.
JUST IN
IN CUT GLASS,
THERE IS A
New (1911) Crop of ENGLISH WAL respectively.
Stocks were sold more freely in the
and we can show you. Our stock is complete in all details
NUTS and ALMONDS
afternoon, the reaction from the best
"
Saa Fraiciso
figures amounting to a point ln Union
Pacific, Reading and Lehigh Valley.
Street
In a .Coach Ctnnlr
Prices Improved again afterwards but
the market appeared to have lost
Aunt Jemima s ramous
much of Its snap.
'
The close was firm.
CARPENTERS
PANCAKE FLOUR

CAPITAL $50,00000

!

MISS

aft'-rno-

A.

MUGLER.

soft, fluffy, reliable grade of high art
our mens's Pajamas, Night Shirts, at
outing
a living price, $1.00, 1.25 and $1.50.
A nice,

used in

Ladies' Night Gowns, the same materials at a
similar range of prices;
.

Fa-le- n

-

Handsome Assortment
the
Fancy Stock
Holiday Trade

-

Wick-ersha-

Beautiful Dresser Scarfs

.

And Pillow Tops

that is

price

We carry three grades of Union Suits. The first
is a medium weight, velvet finish, interlocking garment that is very satisfying, at the popular price
of $2.25. Another, a little heavier, part wool, $2.25.
Still another, heavier, at $2.50.

'

THE FINEST WE

at a

Ladies' Muslin Gowns always
usually surprising to all alike.

-

Ladies' and Misses' Union Suits, 75c, $1.50, $2.50

i

-

i-

ah1 CuAntn Crtimc
dim vuiiaiu juuuo
Most Artistic Line that will please the lovers
Beautiful
the

nnM.:A
Mi Uiducucd

g

WIN

Suits.

We are prepared to save you a little money on
your purchases of any one of the above garments.

:

RIBBONS

Union

NoveltyFancyFeathers

a General Banking Business

Does

Night Gowns, Pajamas,

MEN

'

W. N. TOWNSEND

CO.

&

let-th-

THE

THE MASTER TAILORS.

i
,

PRICE-MAKER-

S.

Full Line of Dress Trimmings

Just what you want for your winter clothes,
The ideas are drawn from the latest tasnion

n

PLAZA BAKERY

plates and are correct in detail.

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY,

dis-wa- y

INI

A

HOI?

" Santa " saye about the early buyer.

j

,

DO YOU

P. S We forgot to say that we are now beginning to
show our Xmas lipe of new novelties. You know what

Forget Politics and Think of Your Home
HAVE some fine Sets of China for the table,
pieces as you wish. Also Kitchen
that make cooking a delight. Wilton Rugs, Fibre Rugs, and many varieties of carpets
to embellish your room and hush the noise of footsteps. Also exquisite screen Lace Curtains to shade
your eyes and " dress up " the parlor. A complete
line of Brass Bedsteads and Furniture of all kinds.

WE asCabinets
many

i

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND

Let us tell you about a
location, fruit trees,
house,
out buildings
shade trees, lawn,

Handles the Proposition

$1,000

$1,000

O. C. WATSON & CO.

HUE

5

CO.

DUCATORS, we wel

BUTT BROS. CO..

(

Everyone does.
At this store you will find
the latest creations in wearing apparel for Men and Women.
come you.

I

vvvvv'r

i
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China

2

DIFFERENCE

i

' H. C.

YONTZ,

l,iat ....

Also

"

J-"-

""

nt
"

'

Phone, IJO Red.

H.

S.

HUE

&

GO.

is
UL

t1

& Son

Let Him Know It IT you ar out ot
AND CABINET MAKERS.
position, you must let tbe employer)
know it. A wart advertisement ln the
New Mexican will reach every bos!- - FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
ness and professional man 1n the city j
SIGN PANTING NEATLY DONE
and county and a great many ln the
territory. If you have any special tal- -' '
All Work Guaranteed.
Phcoe, Red IIS
ent, do not bide it under a bushel.
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BUSI-

NESS RIGHT, with a COMPANY
that is RIGHT, on a form that is
RIGHT, and at RATES that are
RIGHT. Why not get acquainted

with

Santa

Fe

THE NATIONAL SURETY

&

Abstract, Realty

Phone Black No. 52

COMPANY.

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

..MILLINERY..
LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS. WE
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED

KNOW

for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor
ough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.
125

Palace
Avenue.
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CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
are using it. It saves
THE EYES. Our display rooms are
your light bill and
pay for, by having It right where

SAVES
on
you
open for your
Inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Oet away from
the Idea that these lamps are expensive.; Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better.looklng than anything you can get;
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SANTA FE VATER & LIGHT COK1PAWY, VASHINGTON STREET.
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Just a Word About Bonds
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SELIGMAN

ADOLPH

1

J. P. Steed

Scudder's Maple Syrup a

108 Palace Avenue
.

All-Wo-
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MULLIGAN & RISING,
Day and Night Phone.
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Blankets and Half Wool and
Fine Line of
Those
Cotton.
and
Soft, Fluffy Comforters that
keep you warm and yet are not so heavy.
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Blankets and
Comforters

SIGN PAINTING

perfect

UNDERTAKING. COMPANY.
SS

Carriage & Automobile

JULIUS H. GERDES.

Beautiful
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BOY SCOUT PRINCIPLES
OPPOSED TO SNOBBERY.

St, Louis Rocky Mt, &
Pacific

In effect Sept, 1st
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Perfection

1

The Perfection is the most reli
able and convenient heating device
ou can find. It is always ready
use.
mere are no pipes or
flues or wires to bother you. You
can pick it up and take it wherever
extra warmth is wanted.
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Superintendent.

P. M. WILLIAMS,
P. Agent,
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Every mechanical improvement that
experience could suggest was already
embodied in the Perfection Heater.
This year we have tried to add to its
The drums are finished
appearance.
either in turquoise-blu- e
enamel or plain
steel, as you prefer; nickel trimmings;
as ornamental as it is indispensable to
comfort.

(Connects at Colfax with E. P. A S. W. Ry, train both North and Soutb.SE
fiataae for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N.I M.I
Stage leaves Ute Park, N, M., for Kllzabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m, dally except
trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
aadays, Fare fe uu one way S3.50
O.
S. train leaves Dea Mclnes, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from tb
tb at 4:38 a. ro.
S, G. DEDMAN,

;

Clean, dry heat, with no
smoke or odor and with
no flying ashes or soot
that is what you get with
a Perfection Smokeless
Oil Heater.

(Read Up)
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Clean. Dry Heat

NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICESRATON
"
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Company.

Railway

A special automatic device absolutely prevents
All parts easily cleaned. Gallon font;
smoking.
Cool handle ; damper top.
lasts nine hours.

ASK FOR TICKETS

Dealers everywhere; or write for descriptive circulsr to
say sgeocy of the

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Continental

km, AriMM, Mexico aatt to tfa Pwdfle Cestst,
MEXICO CENTRAL to Terraac.
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The Forum
A Case for the District Attorney.
To the Editor of the New Mexican.
Sir. Please publish in your valued
paper ,and call the attention of the
public to the fact that in a local pool
rcom the proprietors of the pool room
allow and permit young boys to play
pool from the ages of eight and ten
These boys run away irom
years.
school to play pool.
This should be
stopped by the city authorities and
also by the proprietors of this poolroom.
Boys go there with their
books, place them some place within
the room, and they often times lose
their school books. The parents thinking that the boys are in school, do
not know that they spend their time
there, or that these proprietors of
this
permit such a thing to
occur.
Besides, the immoral pictures hanging on the walls, tend to influence
evilly the youth of this community. I
have called the attention of the proprietors not to allow the children to
play pool, but he seems not to care
and does not pay any attention to the
matter; I, therefore, call the attention
of the public and of the city authorities to this fact, so that such action
may be abated for the welfare of the
school children and the community in
general. I can prove what I assert
above.
Very respectfully,
MANUEL. B. SALAZAR
Justice of the Peace and Police Judge,
Precinct No. 18.
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EUGENE FOX,
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Texas.
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,

WEST!

SHORTEST LINE TO

relieves the tickling and dryness in
the throat and heals the inflamed
Prevents a cold developmembranes.
ing into bronchitis or pneumonia.
Refuse
Keep it always in the house.
substitutes.
For sale by all druggists.

Springs and Pueblo

'

PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 9, 1911.
The Board of County Commissioners
met at special session with all members present, Hon. I. Sparks presiding
and Commissioners Alfredo Lucero
and Jose Ortiz y Pino. Geo. W.
was in attendance as Clerk.
This meeting was held for the pur
pose of appointing an engineer to
supervise the construction of the
bridges being constructed by The Midland Bridge Co., of Kansas, City, Mo.
The following resolutions were passed:
W,hereas, The Midland Bridge Com

TICKETS AND RERERVAT10NS AT

NEW

MEXICAN

BUILDING OR UNION

DEPOT

Ar-mij-
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Wells Fargo & Co. Express
Qsssrcl Express Forwarders
All

pany has the contract for the erec
tion of a steel bridge across the Rio
Santa Fe, in the City of Santa Fe;
and a steel bridge across the Galisteo
River,, in the town of Cerrlllos; and
a steel bridge across the Galisteo

Peris cf The World
fey Pnrduutef Walls
MMHgrOrdm, Travel

Puttie

nv. c
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CMitfks

TAKE

P. Williams
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LET THE WANT
COLUMN DO IT.

lent any property that is rentable,
thai reu have got, but you must let
f here la always same one that wants
A good live advertisement la the
want column of the New Mexican will

nta

Attest:

Chairman

GEO. W. ARMIJO, Clerk.
J. P. Parker, 2021 No. 10th St.. Ft.
Smith, Ark., says that he had taken
many kinds of kidney medicine, but
did not get better until he took Foley
No matter how long
Kidney Pills.
you have had kidney trouble, you will
find quick and permanent benefit by
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. Start
taking them now.
For sale by all druggists.

Fe, N. M

them know it
Are You a 8el!erT Aft anverUse-mein the classified columns of tb
New Mexican will put your real estate
on the market effectively. It will put
the facts of your property before the
eyes si all posslbl burets.
at

Teachings of Movement Put Rich and
Poor Boy on Same Level Those
Who Win Greatest Respect
The Boy Scouts of America are opposed to snobs. This doesn't mean
that they will fight snobs, but rsther
tiat tliey are winning over boys who
have undemocratic ideas, and ave
p:p ng to then that all boys at play
an-work ae oi a common level,
in the United States, yet it is admitted that many boys for a time at
least, may have undemocratic ideas.
It is expected that the principles of
the Boy Scout movement will equip
them better for citizenship.
The Boy Scout movement appeals
to rich and poor. The rich boy hikes
side by side with the poor boy. Both
wear the same sort of uniform which
can be procured very cheaply. Both
promise loyalty to one another, to
help one another in trouble or illness,
to be courteous, cheerful and thrifty.
The Scout movement socially is a
great leveler and in this sense the
principles of the Boy Scouts of Amer
ica tend to eradicate any ideas of
snobbery or aristocracy in American
boys.
Brave In Danger and Suffering.
J. Alden Daniels, 14 years old of
Buffalo has proved himself an ideal
scout in the face of danger and in
great suffering. An application has
been made in his behalf for an houor
medal for saving the life of William
Simmons, a young man of Buffalo.
Simmons went in swimming on the
Canadian side of the Niagara River
about a half mile north of Ft. Erie.
He got out in the swift current and
not being a good swimmer was pulled
under several times. As he was being
carried down the stream by a swift
current, he called for help. Not far
away were Daniels and Shumway Lee.
The moment they heard the cry, Dan
iels and Lee pulled up their anchors
and Towed quickly to Simmons, get
ting him as he was sinking for the
third time.
After that incident Daniels was
badly hurt at the time Dixie IV., the
World's Champion Motor Boat, ran
ashore near Riverside Park in Buffalo. His right leg was so badly
crushed that the surgeons were compelled to amputate it below the knee.
He was pinned fast under the motor
boat for 15 minutes and was conscious
all that time uniil the moment of the
operation. On the way to the hospital
in an automobile he asked the driver
to stop at his home so that he might
tell his mother he was not badly hurt
and to ask her to tell another boy to
carry his newspapers for hiai. In the
hospital after the operation, he was

new-come-

politan journal announce a surpassing
Midwinter for the coming New Tear.
It will be produced without regard to
expense (and as usual at a financial
loss), but will be a great colonizer.
There will be six parts of 32 pages
each, in magazine form, with more
and better pictures than ever, color
ed covers and colored illustrations
through the six sections, the text
bringing out the most striking and
significant features of the year's de
velopment of the whole Southwest.
Artists and writers have been work
ing for months to make this the most
attractive and telling of all "Midwinters," giving the best portrayal of
"God's Country" ever attempted.
Citizens of the Goodly Heritage,
while sharing in the prosperity and
welfare of the Southwest, may well
help in the work of upbuilding by
widely distributing this great Times
annual. It will be a fine medium for
advertisements of city and country
property for sale, as well as for an
nouncements of commercial and in
Communities
dustrial enterprise.
may arrange for exploitations of their
resources and prospects in the "Mid
winter."

was under the treatment of two doctors,'' writes
L Phillips, of Indian Valley, Va., "and they pronounced my case a very stubborn one, of womanly weakness. I was not able to sit up, when I commenced to
take Cardui.
I used it about one week, before I saw much change.
Now, the severe pain, that had been in my side for years,
has gone, and I don't suffer at all. I am feeling better than
in a long time, and cannot speak too highly of Cardui"

I have purchased the entire stock of Horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate It ae a FIR8T
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
te furnish you with any kind o a rig you may want. I will endeavor
give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.

!Pb

a

"I

D. BARNES, Agent.

TAT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST,

pro-rat-

Mrs. R.

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor
B.
to

River, at the town of Galisteo.
Now Therefore, Be it resolved that
Mr. E. E. Mier be appointed as engineer to supervise the construction of
said bridges and to see that they are
substantially erected, and that all of
the terms of the contract of the said
Midland Bridge
Company be complied with.
The compensation that said engineer is to receive shall not exceed the
sum of Four Hundred ($400.00) Dollars for such services as engineer.
The said sum to be paid out of the
as the funds are
Bridge fund,
collected.
There being no further business the
Board adjourned.
I. SPARKS,

Stubborn Case

asd afl Foreign

cssotaAces sent by teleqraph

J.

Company

LOS ANGELES TIMES IS A
GREAT MISSIONARY.
...
It is conceded that one of the most
effective missionaries in attracting
people to the Southwest has been the
Midwinter number of the Los Angeles
Times, which as been issued annually
for twenty years on January 1. It
has brought thousands of
to this section and has been a con
COUGHING AT NIGHT.
stant and powerful agent in settling
Means loss of sleep, which is bad for the country and promoting its deve
Foley's Honey and Tar lopment.
everyone.
The publishers of that great metro
Compound stops the cough at once,.

USE TUB

Denver, Colorado

OU

Qacorporatad)
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From Santa Fe

M.

Tho
Voman'sTojiic

if you are one of those ailing women who suffer from any
of the troubles so common to women.
Cardui is a builder of womanly strength. Composed
of purely vegetable ingredients, it acts quickly on the
womanly system, building up womanly strength, toning up
the womanly nerves, and regulating the womanly system.
Cardui has been in successful use for more than 50 years.
Thousands of ladies have written to tell of the benefit they
received from it Try it for your troubles. Begin today.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 191 f.

A LITTLE DANDERINE WILL
MAKE YOUR HAIR LUSTROUS,

SOFT, FLUFFY, ABUNDANT
Get a 25 Cent Bottle Now and
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
Scalp and Dandruff

If you Wish to Double the Beauty
of your Hair in Ten Minutes surely
Try a Danderine Hair Cleanse

Your hair becomes light, wavy, fluffy,
abundant and appears as soft, lustrous and
beautiful as a young girl's after a Danderine
hair cleanse. Just try this moisten a cloth
with a little Danderine and carefully draw it
through your hair, taking one small strand
at a time. This will cleanse the hair of dust,
dirt and excessive oil and in just a few
moments you have doubled the beauty ot
your hair.
A delightful surprise awaits particularly
those who have been careless, whose hair
has been neglected or is scraggy, faded, dry,
brittle or thin. Besides beautifying the hair
at once, Danderine dissolves every particle
of dandruff; cleanses, purifies and invigorates the scalp, forever stopping itching and
falling hair.
Try as you will, after one application of
Danderine you cannot find any dandruff or
a loose or falling hair, and your scalp will
never itch, but what will please you most
will be after a few weeks use when you will
actually see new hair fine and downy at
first yes but really new hair sprouting all
over the scalp. Danderine makes the hair
grow long, heavy and luxuriant and we can
prove it. If you care for pretty, soft hair
and lots of it surely get a 25 cent bottle of
Knowlton s Danderine from any druggist
or toilet counter, and just try it

are correctly informed as to the
age of these young men they are not
elligible to call themselves Boy Scouts
under any circumstances, and in so
far as they represent themselves as
connected with the Boy Scouts
of
America, they are imposters and
should be so treated."

G. H. Tancray, Denver.
H. G. Howard, Malaga.

We

as brave and as cheerful as ever, and
asked his mother to tell his Boy Scout
friends not to send him any flowers,
because he did not wish them to
spend the money. He was cheerful
and gritty at all times, saying that
Boy Scouts should smile even in suffering.
Once a Scout Always a Scout.
George R. Sikes, a Scout Master of
Buffalo, New York, has worked out a
plan for keeping up the enthusiasm of
Boy Scouts who are graduated from
their patrols. After a boy is eighteen
years old, he naturally does not want
to work In the ranks with lads of
thirteen and fourteen and fifteen.
Sikes, however, .has solved the prob
lem oi organizing what He calls a
Chief Scout's Patrol." "In this pa
trol," says Sikes, "I put the leaders,
who are seventeen years old or over.
This new patrol will be in the nature
of a staff for the Scout Master, just
as the general of an army has a staff
of officers. . The chief Scouts will oc
cupy seats on the platform when they

attend the gatherings and when
leader is absent, will take his patrol
for the time being. There, may be
some further working out of the idea,
but at all events, it seems, even as it
stands, to solve the problem of the
future of the Boy Scout."
A Botany Contest.
A botany contest was held by the
Boy Scouts in Pensacola, Florida,
Twenty of them starteu out at a sig
nal from a whistle to search through
the woods and find as many speci
mens of wild flowers as possible with
in a given time. There was much
scrambling and fast work on the part
of the boys, and presently they all
returned with their hands full of
various colored blooms.
After the
blooms had been counted, Drew Sims
was declared the winner, having found
twenty-fou- r
different flowers. Adrian
Thompson was second with nineteen
specimens.
Leaders Opposed to Long Hikes.
Two boys who say they are Boy
Scouts of America have started on a
hike from Boston to San Francisco,
Such hikes are not approved by the
leaders of the Boy Scouts of America.
While the leaders could not prevent
the boys from calling themselves Boy
Scouts of America, they announce,
however, that they are thoroughly
opposed to putting any boy througb

Km

the trying temptations and experi
ences that must be incident to a trip
of that character,
Concerning the hike of the boys,
James E. West, Executive Secretary
of the Boy Scouts of America, says
"We distinctly disapproved of the
plan and did all we could to prevent
them from calling themselves Boy
Scouts. This was practically impos
sible because of the numerous irres
ponsible people who have attempted
to organize groups of Boys as Scouts
without the sanction of this office- I wish it were possible for us in some
way to let it be understood in every
city through which these young men
are to pass that they are unjustly re
flecting upon the true aims and pus
poses of the Scout movement We
are doing all we can to keep the
boys closely Identified with some lo
cal institution, and are Insisting upon
efficient, close personal supervision
of details by men of unquestionable
character in all of the activities and
undertakings officially sanctioned. If

Hotel Arrivals.
Palace.

E. McQueen Gray, Albuquerque.
Hugo C. Hunter, Chicago.
Eleanor L. Quick, Gallup.
A. Barker, Gallup.
Ada Martin, Dawson.
Alice T. Floyd, Dawson.
M. S. Freeman, Dawson.
Mrs. J. T. Coronel, Raton.
Mrs. Logue, Raton.
Miss Benfer, Raton.
Miss Scheckner, Raton.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Baker, East Las
Vegas.
Carl Ellis, East Las Vegas.

R. R. Larkln, Las Vegas.
Anna S. Larkln, Las Vegas.
Margaret Larkln, Las Vegas.
Leonard Haskins, East Las Vegas.
Katherine Larkin, Las Vegas.
George Tipton, East Las Vegas.
Rufus Mead, Las Vegas.
Thomas Bentley, East Las Vegas.
Elsa, Mead, Las Vegas.
Claire Koogler, East Las Vegas.
R. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
Ted Hayward, East Las Vegas.
Waldo C. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
Solomon Gallegos, East Las Vegas.
Minnie Kohn. Las Vegas.
Philip Sanchez, East Las Vegas.
Gertrude Kohn, Las Vegas.
O. A. Larrazolo, Jr., East Las Ve
Mrs. Charles Kohn, Las Vegas.
gas.
Miss Cora Montague, Las Vegas.
Edmund Sena, East Las Vegas.
Bertha Papen, Las Vegas.
A. Comstock, East Las Vegas.
Helen Papen, Las Vegas.
Lee McCulloch, East Las Vegas.
Tessie Devine, Las Vegas.
Miss Smith, Raton.
Rachel D. Ward, Las Vegas.
Miss Gardener, Raton.
Rebecca R. McKenzie, Las Vegas.
Laura Manly, Van Houten.
Mrs. M. McGinn, Las Vegas.
Edith Manly, Van Houten.
Marie Schaefer, Las Vegas.
I. L. Chaves, Albuquerque.
Miss Bessie Watt, Las Vegas.
J. S. Eldredge, Laguna.
Miss Esther Mangan, Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cook, City.
Mrs. Lon Cobb, Las Vegas.
Miss,Gussie Dyer, Raton.
Mrs. Katherine Desmarais, Las Ve
Mrs. Josle Lockard, Raton.
gas.
Jessie French, Raton.
Miss Mary Phillips, Las Vegas.
Grace Colgan, Raton.
Miss Eddie Ackerman,. Las Vegas.
Miss M. A. Stephens, Raton.
Miss Shirley Nutter, Las Vegas.
J. W. Davis, Clayton.
Mrs. Russell, Las Vegas.
T. J. Sawyer, Albuquerque.
The Misses Russell, Las Vegas.
Osceola Glass, Raton.
Mrs. R. L. M. Ross, Las Vegas.
Inez Balderson, Raton.
Miss May Ross, Las Vegas.
N. Joe Davis, Raton.
A. George, Las Vegas.
Maybelle Goin, Raton.
Bessie Sheldon, Raton.
Marguerite Claxton, Las Vegas.
Lina Llchty, Las Vegas.
E. M. Webb, Raton.
Mildred Howden, Las Vegas.
Mrs. Neville Conn, Raton.
Pearl Hutchison, Las Vegas.
Susie Whitaker, Las Vegas.
Coronado.
C. K. Murray, Las Vegas.
L. Young, San Francisco.
F. Carroun, Las Vegas.
E. L. Mattor, Moiiarty.
F. C. Kelley, Las Vegas.
Andres C. de Baca, Cienega.
Willie Mae Culberson, Las Vegas.
Cosme Herrera, City.
Frank H. H. Roberta Jr., Las V
J. L. Robb, Carrdll, Iowa.
gas.
Miss A. Chaves, Abiquiu.
A. H. Van Horne, Las Vegas.
Ralph Dixon, El Rito.
T. J. Cravens, Las Vegas.
Benjamin Martinez, Tlerra Amarllla
Jose G. Lucero, Las Vegas.
Leo Schnurbusch, Springfield, Mo.
C. A. Donnelley, Denver.
E. M. Ogden, Denver.
Rupert F. Asplund and wife, City.
T. J. Sawyer, Albuquerque.
George Curry. City.
Walter B. McFarland and wife, Sil
, , Montezuma.
ver City.
Miss Tina Lewis, Wagon Mound.
J. B. Gunter, San Marcial.
Miss Grace Barker, Wagon Mound.
E. Mitchell, El Paso.
W. F. Reed, Albuquerque.
George A. Campfield, Albuquerque.
J. Porter Jones, Roswell.
H. N. Walter, Denver.
Col. E. W. Dobson. Albuquerque.
Hiram Hadley, Mesilla Park.
D. M. Richards, Albuquerque.
George P. Leonard, Albuquerque.
J. A. Toner and son, Socorro.
Dr. C. M. Light and wife, Silver City
R. W. Twining, Gallup.
Martin Lopez, Socorro.
C. F. Spader, Bernalillo.
Eddy Johnston, Roswell.
Belle Comer, Erie, Pa.
Charles D. George, Alamogordo.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Phillip. New
J. H. Vaughn, Roswell.
York.
Charles L. Burt, Mountalnair.
Mrs. W. J. Horsley, Virginia.
J. B. Taylor, Deming.
Jack Horsley, New Mexico.
Margaret Ward, Shamrock.
J. M. Helm, Mountain Park.
Katie Horsley, New Mexico.
S. L. Ford, Albuquerque.
Nicholson Brothers, El Paso.
W. E. Thomson and wife, Duran.
J. L. Robb, Carroll, Iowa.
L. E. Thompson, Pueblo, Colo.
Elizabeth Hubbard, Lucia.
Miss Jennie A. Cook, Tucumcarl,
Richard F. Oakley,-Taos- .
Cornelia A. Burke, Tucumcarl.
J. F. Bowyer, Albuquerque.
F. Vi Ormsby, Denver.
Mary Fitzgerald, Tucumcarl.
Minnie Richey, Tucumcarl.
Bessie Lodge, Cimarron.
Emma C. Curtis. Cimarron.
J. B. Taylor, Deming.
Nira Nutter, Cimarron.
Robert M. Foverson, City.
A. Mennett, Las Vegas.
W. H. Brown, City.
F. P. Kahnt, Denver.
George A. Hunt, Chicago.
J. R. Ranee, Chicago.
Edgar Held, El Paso.
J. M. Bentley, Albuquerque.
B. W. P. Greig Winslow, Aria.
C. B. Stubblefleld, Alcalde.
Gus Mulholland, Gallup.
F. L. Edminster, Alamosa.
C. F. Gorman, Gallup.
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'Discouraged

Ths nnnaiinn occur so many tines in letter from
iek women, "I was completely discouraged. " And there
is always good reason for the discourmfement. Years oi
pain and tafferin. Doctor after doctor tried in vain.
Medicines doing no lasting good. It it no wonder that

the woman feel diseouraged.
Thousands of these weak and tiek women have found
health and courage regained at the result of the nee of

Dr. Pierce's Favorite

Prescriptia

It establishes regularity, heals inflammation and
tion, and cure weakness.

IT HXKE3 VEXK
XND

Miee

WOMEX MTMOXQ
WOMEN WBIX.

Refuse substitute! offered by
for this reliable remedy.
Sick women .are invited to consult by letter, fru. Al eetieap dee
ninM anil afimdhr confidential. Write without taar and
fee to World's Dispensary, R. V. Pierce, M. D., Pree't, Bsutalo, N. Y.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate stomal, ths anal
Sngarooeted, tiny granules, easy to taae aa candy.
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WET WANTS
PfSsM!i&
FOR RENT

DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

furniture.

One ol the chiel events during the
teachers' convention here, and which
promises to be a most interesting
l
one, will be two rames of basket-balscheduled for ton'ght, at the Armory
game,
The most interesting
hall.
however, will be when six of Santa
Fe's prettiest high school girls will
battle for the round pig skin, with as
many of the fairer sex from Clovis.
and
Both teams claim supremacy,
' while
the exact result of the state
election is not yet known, Santa Feans
can well pick up the rope of burning
interest they dropped on November
7th and turn out en masse to witness
The second one will be
this game.
two local boys' teams,
between
played
the high school and Company F of the
This., too, promises
National Guard.
to be a good game as both teams have
been practicing considerably lately.
The girls have been coached by
Harry Franklin, an expert basket ball
of
player, and under the Captainship
Miss Dorothy Saflord, they have succeeded in making it one of the strongaggregations in
est girls basket-bal- l
New Mexico.
"We have been working very hard"
eaid Captain Dorothy Safford this
morning, "and I expect our girls will
make a good showing, to say the
least. We have had considerable expense this time and much work and I
hope many people will turn out to see
the game."

Santa Feans Turn Out
young high school girls are
doing all they can to show the teachers an interesting time while they are
in the Capital City, why can't Santa
Feans help them by buying a few tickets to this game? That's what the
girls are asking.
The Line-upSanta Fe.
Forwards: Madeline Mills, Opal San-for-

It these

s.

Centers: Emma Goebel, Helen Winters.
Guards:
Dorothy Saflord, Lulu
Krick.
Subs.: Miriam Cartwright, Consuelo
Bergere, and Dorothy Hayward.
Clovis.

Forwards: Maybelle Davis.. Mildred
Morgan.

Centers: Essie Owens, Bessis Hyatt
Guards: Neva Odom, Katie Brown.
Subs.: Bessie Wood,
Chaperone: Mrs. V. L. Griffin.
of the boys' teams Is
The line-up

as follows:
High School.

Wallace Flske, Elmer Friday, Henry
Kaune, Eugene Harvey, Edward
Cart-wrig-

,

Company F.

Jacob Safford, Louis Marsh, Fern-leHarold
Wiley, Vernon Small,
Stephens.
W. H. Pyatt will referee both games
for Santa Fe.

y

TELEPHONE COMPANY GETS
625 MORE MILES.
Wyo., Nov. 16. The

President Joseph S. Hofer stated that
he regretted the unavoidable absence
of Professor J. W. Searson of Manhattan, Kansas, who was scheduled to
speak last night but wno will deliver
an address later.
Mr. Hofer then stated that two men
were candidates for state superintendent and told of the uncertainty
connected with the election of a
school superintendent on November 7.
He said that both Alvin N. White of
Silver City and A, B. Stroup of Albi).
querque had been invited to address
the convention but that only Mr
Stroup could be found at that moment.
He then introduced Mr. Stroup who
delivered a brief and pleasing ad
dress.
Mr. Stroup admitted that he fell
somewhat embarrassed about the un
certainty of the recent election, 'and
for that reason he had at first declined to deliver an address. He told
how he had become identified with
the New Mexico Educational Associ
ation some twelve years ego and had
been absent from only one meeting.
He continued:
"Regardless of the result of the
election, I expect to be found in the
firing line of the educational forces of
the state."
The speaker said he believed that
the teachers of today are doing too
much work for the results obtained.
He said that teachers itl over the
country had heard a great deal about
the three 'R's, but that he believed
the time had come to pay a little more
attention to the three 'h's, the head,
the heart and the hand. He made a
plea for manual training and domestic economy in schools and particularly for the conservation! of the
greatest resource of the state, the

Cheyenne,
Mountain States Telephone and Tele
graph Company has purchased the
Kemmerer & Big Piney Telephone
Company, operating 625 miles in the
western portion of Wyoming. The
mountain states will extend the lines
and link the newly acquired lines CHILDREN. (Applause)
Santa Fe's High School Glee Club,
with the trunk lines, thus placing the
western part of the state in direct directed by Miss Marion Bishop, then
communication with the leading cities sang two numbers that were vigorof the mountain states.
ously applauded attesting the appreciation for Miss Bishop's carefully
drilled singers.
The influence of
Miss Sarah D. Ulmer of Hudson,
Quay county, read a selectien from
A food breakfast
Dickens which was well received.
Mr. Hofer then in a neat speech,
Lasts alt day
introduced the well known historian
With body and mind in
and lecturer, Benjamin M. Read, who
delivered a splendid address on the
along smoothly,
Education and Its Relation to the Discovery, the Conquest and Colonization
Work becomes a pleasure.
of New Mexico.
Brain and Nerves depend
Mr. Read will publish the address
in booklet form and for that reason
Much more on food
he prefers that it be not published in
full at this time.
Than we are apt to suppose.
At the conclusion of Mb address Me
Read was greeted by prolonged a?
When it is easy to digest
plause.
poise-Swinji-

And contains the right kind
Of nourishment,
The healthy brain will
Respond to all demands.

Grape-Nut- s
FOOD
Contains the true elements
From wheat and

(Grown

barley-Inclu-

ding

the phosphates
in the grain)

Required by Nature in
Rebuilding the tissue cells
Broken down by
Daily wear and

!' There's
'

tear.

a Reason"

PMttm Cereal Company Limited,
attic Creek, Midi.

n

Perkins, first violins;

Sidelights on the Teachers' Conven
tion.
The news that the football game be
tween New Mexico University and
the New Mexico Normal School would
be played was received with enfhusl
asm by all of the teachers and there
seems reason to believe that the gate
Dr.
receipts wll be satisfactory.
Frank H. H. Roberts has been untir- in his efforts to get this game here
and have a big crowd see it

said

millinery?

V. L. Griffin,
superintendent of
schools at Clovis, is in charge of the
press bureau of the convention and
occupied a seat at the press table in
the convention hall this morning. Mr.
Griffin assisted the newspapermen to
keep tab on the convention when they
had to dash away to write the news.

A Ready Reckoner.
There are no
for Irish
wit A "jarvey" drove Phil May, the
wonderful English artist in black and
white, now dead, round Dublin on his
first visit to that city and in showing
him the sights stopped in front of the
Bank of Ireland.
"That, sorr," said he, "1b th' recipti-cl- e
av th' money th' English take Tim

us!"

On the roof of the building are six
decorative figures, and Mr. May inquired what they represented.
"Begorra. sorr, they're th' twilve
apostles."
"But," said Mr. May, "there are only
six."
One of the former Santa Feans at
"Sure, I know that," returned the
the convention is Professor Fleming
Jarvey; "th' other wans are lunchin'
Bowlds of Raton, where he "pro wid th' lord UfUnant."
Youth's Comesses" Latin, sings in the Baptist panion.
choir, and is prominent in the Scherzo club, which is coming down here
No Business Instinct.
in full force this afternoon. Profes"Oh, papa," the beautiful young wosor Bowlds is a tennis enthusiast and
he had not been in the Gate City thir- man cried, "what do you think? Jack
is a hero."
ty minutes before he started a club.
"Huh! Every girl thinks the man
she
is engaged to is a hero."
The Tucumcari Stringed Orchestra
"But Jack really is one. He reswith its very pretty musicians
cued his rich old uncle from a watery
the bass fiddler) has made
this morning. Here it Is in the
more than a hit," it has created a grave
afternoon papers with his picture
fuore, for this orchestra's ensemble and all."
delights the music lover.
"Send him word never to set his
foot inside my door again. He Is bis
6Tt
V.
John
Conway, superintendent
rich, old uncle's nearest relative. And
schools in Santa Fe county, was much he rescued him from a watery
grave!
in demand last evening and this morn- Hero! He's an Idiot An to think I
to
to
information
ing,
give
teachers had decided to take him into business
about the city. Mr. Conway is known as a partner! Lord, what a narrow
as a hustler and if he only had an au escape."
tomobile instead of a carriage what
parties he would have to take to see
HE 8HOWED NO FEAR.
the Old ChurCh, and other points of
interest, for Mr. Conway is a born
cicerone."

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Nov. 16. Call monev.
2
Silver 56
prime paper
Mexican dollars. 46
CoDDer.
12.45;
tin, 43.252543.75;
lead,
43.50; Amalgamated, 58
Sugar,

44

1--

5--

Great
thern, 127; New York Central,
union Factiic, 171
seel, 62
Atchi-o-

n,

106

Nor107;

641-43--

5--

8

1--

ket steady; territory and western me- muras i7gzo; fine mediums
1618;
nne iZiQilt.

Livestock
Chicago, NOV. 16. Cattle Tteoelnta
1U, uuv.
MarKet IUI1 10 to 2Kfi Inwor
Beeves $4.509.10; Texas steers liira
5.90; western steers 14.30iSi7.an- - tnot.
ers and feeders $2.90 5.75; cows

ana neners il.9U5.75; calves

$5.50

Hogs
Receipts 29.000. Mnrlrot
steady to a shade higher. Light $5.90
WO.Oo; mixed SB.lUfd).65!
heavy tR in
6.67; rough $6.106.30;
good to
cnoice neavy $6.306.671-2- ;
pigs
$4.255.90; bulk of sales $6.35 6.60;
Sheep
Receipts 28,000. Market
steady to iuc lower. Native $2.50

The New Mexico Normal Univer- 3.75; western $2.653.70; yearlings
S3.75QP4.7U:
iS.IBiHir k
iambs
sity's teachers were the cynosure of western $3.7505.75. native
all eyes this morning as they walked
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 16. Cattle-Rec- eipts
around, for they had pennants on
4,000,
200
nnth.
their sleeves and across their coats, eras. Market Including Native
steady.
steers
pennants of purple, nature's rarest
$59; southern steers $46.25;
and most regal color.
southern cows and heifers $2.75
4.50; native cows and heifers $2.60
At noon today. Manager Panl Doran 7: stockers and feeders is tkcsik
ik.
171
of the Palace Hotel stated that
bulk $3.605; calves $4 7.25; west
persons were registered at the Pal- ern steers $4g7; western cows $3ff
lace Hotel and still he received re
Hogs
Receipts 13,000.
Market
quests for rooms, rooms, rooms. All steady to strong. Bulk of sales $6.10
of the hotel employes showed the re- 06.45: heavy' t6.40ffl6.Kf- sult ot their hard labors today, some and butchers $6.256.50;
lights $5.75
of the cterKs remaining up until the
;
.zoffo.
Pigs
we small hours this morning assign
Sheep
Receipt! 4,000.
Market
ing visitors who arrived late.
steady. Muttons $3ffl4- - Umt.. not
6; range wethers and yearlings $3.25
Secretary Rupert F. Asplund, who Wi.o; range ewes IZ03.76.

n.,...

wv-4v-

HOLT A SUTHERLAND

7.30.

w

FOR SALE 4x5 Camera complete
with tripod and all attachments. Call
at 128 Galisteo St.

H. H. DORMAN,

Master

R LIXNE7. Secretary.

New Mexico.

Las Cruces.

Santa Fe Chapter Ne.

L

R- - A. M.
Regular
convocation second
Territorial District Attorn y
Monday of each month
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
at Masonic Hall at
FOR SALE 1000 one and
New Mexico.
7:30 p. m.
Us Vegas,
1
A.
No.
all
Shropshire Rams,
JOHN H. WALKER.
E. C. ABBOTT
stock. C. E. Hartley.
H. P.
Attorney-at-Law- ?
District and u ARTHUR SEUGMAN. Secretary.
in
the
Practice
FOR SALE Excellent saddle pony
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
Inand Smith Premier Typewriter.
Santa Fe Commander?
all business.
to
attention
given
quire of New Mexican.
New Mexico
Banta Fe.
conclav9 fourth Men-r- t
X
in each month at
:
l;
dav
LOST Medicine case vicinity of
G. W. PRICHARD
Masonic Hall at 7: SI
Plaza College Ave or Manhattan St.
and Counsellor at Law
Attorney
p. m.
Finder return same to Dr. Small, and
Practice In all the District Court
CHAS. A. WHEELON, B. C.
receive reward.
and gives special attention to casee W. E.
GRIFFIN, Recorder.
before the Territorial Supreme Court
TEACHER with highest qualificaOffice: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fa N. M
tions and credentials will pay usual
Santa Fe iiodge et
commission for good position anyPerfection No. 1, 14th
HARRY D. MOULTON
on
the square. Address Teacher,
thing
degree. Ancient and AcBox 394, Santa Fe, N. M.
cepted Scottish Rite ot
Attorney-at-LaFree Masonry meet oa
on Paragon
FOR SALE Text-boothe third Monday of each month
Shorthand.
Learned in one week.
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
Writers in government employ. Can
Masonic Hall, south side of Plasa.
N.
U.
Santa
Fe,
Price
be learned without a teacher.
Visiting Fcotish Rite Masons are corO.
L.
Q.
Agent,
Special
Formerly
reasonable. Address, H. M., P. O. Box
invited to attend.
dially
Claims
a
Land
Contests
and
Specialty
313, City.
(3t)
8. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Master.
R.
Chas.
F.
Cha.
Easley
Eaeley.
WANTED A permanent poslton
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
EASLEY.
A
EASLEY
for a first class lady cook. Wages $10
Secretary.
Attorneys at Law.
per week. When applying state posiPractice in the courts and before
tions held for the past two years and
Land Department
B.P.O.L
length of time at each place. Address
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe Lodge No.
or telephone. The Valley Ranch, ValBanta Fe, N. M- -, branch Office Eetaa
460, B. P. O. E. holds
ley Ranch, N. M.
Its regular session oa
da, N. M.
the second and fourth
TYPEWRITERS.
McKEAN A CHEETHAM,
of each
Wednesday
New
and
Cleaned, adjusted
repaired.
Attorneys-at-Lamonth. Visiting brothplatens furnished. Ribbons and supPractice in all the Courts and Be
ers are invited and
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged fore the Interior Department.
welcome.
and rented. Standard makes handled
New Mexico.
Taos,
CARL A. BISHOP.
All repair work and typewrites guar
X. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Es
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
H. L. ORTIZ.
Secretary.
change. Phone 231.
Attorney and counsellor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts is
WANTED Canvassing Agents at the
Territory.
once for the sale of "Compendium of Santa Fe
New Mexico
Everyday Wants." the book of general necessity, price $1.50; also for
PROBERT A COMPANY
"The Devil's Bride," a wonderful reInvestments
ligious allegory, price $1.00. Either
Independent Order ef Besvsrs.
Latdi, Mines, Bonds A Stocks.
Banta Fe Dam No. SO, L O. B. belts?
outfit sent postpaid for 10 cents. 50
Loaned
investors
for
Money
Us regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
per cent commission to agents. Big
We have for sale general stocks ot first and third
A. B. KUHLMAN,
sellers. Address
Visiting Broth
Retail Lumber Yard ers are always Friday.
welcome.
Publisher, 136 West St., Chicago, 111. Merchandise,
and other Business Opportunities
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
throughout Taos county.
Notice for Publication.
mm
President
. Bank References Furnished.
C J. NEIS,
Department of the Interior,
New Mexico.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Re, N. M., Taos,
i - - Secretary.
October 24, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that CresF. W. FARMER
cendo Roibal, of Pecos, N. M., who, on
Homestead Ne.
9886.
Homestead
Sept. 4, 1906, made
2879.
DON
GASPAR
RESIDENCE,
SW 14 Sec. 2
No. 07754. for WW
Brotherhood
of
AVE
ana SW 4 SE
SB
and E
American Yeomen
Section 3, Township 16 N, Range 13
21
Phone. 6 Red
Meets
Second
E Meridian, has filed notice of intenSIDE PLAZA
WEST
and Fourth Thora
OFFICE,
tion to make Final five year Proof, to
days, Flremaa'a
Phone, 220 Black
establish claim to the land above des
Hall. H. Foremast,
1
M
U.
before
P.
or
Receiver
to
3
HOURS.
OFFICE
cribed,
Register
A. E. P. Robinson.
S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy
the 5th day of December, 1911.
Farmer.
W. M. SHERIDAN, W. B- Claimant names as witnesses:
Plutarco Armljo, Viriginio Qulntana,
Genito-UrinarDiseases.
Santa Fe Cama
Perfecto Armljo, all of Rowe, N. M.,
13514, M. W. A.
and Manuel Garcia, of Fulton, N. M.
THE WAS5ERMAN & NOOUCH'
rfieeta second Tae
MANUEL R. OTERO,
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
day each month, ae

C. W. Q. WARD

d

'MtfA.

,-

.

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

1-- 4

2

4

1--

1--

n

y

Register.

ADMINISTERED.

dal meeting tUrd
Tuesday at Elko

Chemical and Microscopical Ex
A MAIL CARRIER'S LOAD.
HalL Vlatlng aelght
Seems heavier when he has a weak aminations of blood, sputum, urine bore welcome.
back and kidney trouble. Fred D uh- and astric contents.
Directions
A. G. WHITTTER, CoasuL
ren, Mail Carrier, at Atchison, Kan., for collecting specimens given or CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
bothered with application.
fcays: "I have been
kidney and bladder trouble and had
Santa Fe Camp NO.
a severe pain across my back. When- State Nat. Bank Bid Albuquerque N M
6673, R. N. A. meeta
ever I carried a heavy load of mall
fourth Tuesday ot
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Some
my kidney trouble increased.
each month; so
time ago, I started
Dentist
taking Foley
dal meeting third
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Kidney Pills and since taking them
I have gotten entirely rid of all my
Tuesday at Elko
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Hall
kidney trouble and am as sound now Phone Red 6.
as ever."
neighbors welcome
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
NETTIE VICKROT.
And by Appointment
For sale by all druggists.

Vtsltlttl

steel, pfd., 109
St. Louis. Mo., Nov. 16. Lead hitrh- er 4.254.271-2- : SDelter hierher fi 5ft
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIB8.
Is the
they
Chicago, 111., Nov. 16. Wheat De.
94
you skeered of
ghosts walks.
May 100
Corn Dec.
Bay 651-4- .
Oats Dec. 47
,
May 501-)l-am I!
Pork Jan 16.571-2- .
Lard Jan. 9.409.42
What She Really Meant
Ribs Jan. 8.60.
AlThe Milkman (emphatically)
WOOL MARKET.
low me to say on the first onset mum,
St. Louis. Mo.. Nov. lfi. Wnnl mar. that my milk's pure, and don't you for2

New Mexlce

f

MARKETKEPORT

117

-

-

-

the territory.

first-bor-

Who

.

l.

panic-stricke-

Millinery?

Attorney-at-La- w

Santa Fe,

FOR RENT Eight room house. 113
Practice In tae Dlstrl t Court a
East De Vargas. Apply Geo. M. Kin-sel- well as before the Supreme Court oi CHAS.

Although she had been to Santa Fe
four times, one of the school teachers
said she had a difficulty to find San
Night.
Francisco street and all because she
could not see the "sign" on the corMembers of the New Mexico Edu ner which
suggests that street labelcational Association gathered in the ing will be tie next improvement to HOW HE GAVE HIMSELF AWAY
hall of representatives at the capital be undertaken after paving is finishlast night for the purpose of hearing ed.
Husband Home Late "From the Ofwell known speakers and enjoying
fice" Makes Bad Blunder In MakmuBical selections by orchestras or
ing Explanation to Wife.
convention is a first
The
teachers
glee clubs that had already arrived class advertiser for
by
judging
Santa,
in Santa Fe. The formal opening of
Man may declare that be is the lord
the convention, however, took place the number of kodaks and camerasla- of creation, but all the same he fears
men
fair
the
and
seen
carried by
his wife above everything else should
this morning.
dies. It is estimated that if only ten
It was evident, last night, that a per cent of the "400" teachers take he happen to reach home very late
large attendance of teachers at the pictures and each takes only a dozen at night. Recently a certain husband
arrived home much later than usual
convention is assured.
(though ten dozen will be nearer the
He took off bis
The hall was prettily decorated mark, judging by the snapping and "from the office."
with national flags and bunting and clicking of shutters beard this morn- boots and stole into the bedroom; but,
varicolored pennants as during the ing) Santa Fe will be seen on many vain precaution, his wife began to stir.
n
man went
Quickly the
Democratic state convention.
a wall of cozy den or in picture al- to the cradle of his
and beAs the delegates and visitors en bum.
to rock it vigorously.
gan
of
sweet
strains
tered the hall, the
"What are you doing there, Roban orchestra delighted their ears. This
All roads seem to lead to the post ert?" queried his wife.
orchestra was none other than that office, and the
"I've been sitting here for nearly
clear, clean cut chir- of the Tucumcari High School com
ography of the teachers is a delight two hours trying to get this baby to
D.
Henderson, to the
posed of Professor J.
postal clerks. It is safe to say sleep," he growled.
director clarionet; Earl Girhardt, that the
"Why, Robert, I've got him here In
teachers, especially the laclarionet; Charles Golddinberg, flute; dies, are keeping the picture post bed with me," said the spouse.
Max Golddinberg, first cornet; Lit
And he never said another word all
card salesmen and also the genial
lion pruitt, Vinita Williams and Raywindow clerks extremely busy. that night.
stamp
Kenneth
mond

What has that term to do with education? A great deal indeed, and ii
you doubt 1 go up to the hall of rep
resentatives, sit well up in front, tura
your head and gaze, O mortal man,
gaze with both eyes on the display.

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. ft A. M.
Regular commun
cation first Monday
of each month at
a
Masonic - Hall

PAUL A. F. WALTER

Six room house, with

D. S. Lowitzki.

Attorneys-nt-La-

compliments today because of the
good results already obtained in large
ADDRESS attendance and the manifestation of
enthusiasm which augurs well.

Crawford
McDevitt, second violin;
Williams, first cornet; Claude Browning, second cornet; Zilla Whitmore,
piano; Will Phillips, drums; C. S. Cramer, bass saxophone; Mionett Sandusky, double bass; Norvell Jone, saxophone.
In calling the meeting to order,

Fraternal Societies

CARDS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

FURNISHED room, with light, heat
and bath for gent. This office.

But They Have to "Go Some" Delightful Musical Number Play
ed at Meeting Last
to Beat Santa Fe's
Damsels.

PROFESSIONAL

vk ssswsszsnzsj

Fair Girls and Sturdy Youths A. B. Stroup Says That the has worked tTfce a Trojan to make the
Mexico Educational Association's
Teachers Overwork for New
Play Basket Ball at
twenty-sixtconvention a "howling"
Results Obtained
success, was the recipient of many
Armory Tonight
TEAM READ'S SCHOLARLY

PAGE SEVEN

PILLS
CHICHESTER Siirand.
a

SOLD BY

CL0VI5 HAS SPLENDID

M.

Oracle,

If yeu want anything on
New Mexican want ad.

earth-Tr-

y

STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. O.
Physician and Surgeon.

FLORENCE RISING.

Recorder.
and Residence Washington
Ave. next door to Public Library.
Have you Purnlsheorfiooms to Rentt
A little campaign Want advertising
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
In the New Mexican will keep the in
come from your furnished rooms from
Phone Black 47.
lapsing. The classified columns are
Section 33, .always looked up closely and it will
for SE
Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M. ;pay you well to use them.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above de- MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
POSITIONS.
FOR GOVERNMENT
scribed, before Register or Receiver
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Free booklet tells about 360000
on the 21st day of Nov. 1911.
protected positions in U. S. Civil Service.
More than 40,000 vacancies
Claimant names as witnesses:
lifetime
Fernandez Armljo, Dionlclo Sando- every year,
employment.
val, Placido Armljo, and Maximo Ur- Easy to get. Just ask tor examinaNew Mexico Civil Sertion booklet
ban, all of Pecos, N. M.
Office

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

The following are the time tablet
local railroads:
"A. T. A . F. By."
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect with No. 3
get it!
westbound
and No. 10 eastbound.
The Lady (frigidly) My hallusions
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10
was not made to the purity of your
p. m.
milk, my good man. i oniy ODservea
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
that It made my mouth water! Black
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
and White.
2 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
Movable Foliage.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 P. m. to con"You ought to plant some shrubbery
vice School, Albuquerque, N. M, Box
MANUEL R. OTERO,
around the station. The division su nect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4
452
Register;
eastbound.
perintendent will be through in a few
Returning arrive at Santa Fe at
days."
"That won't give me time enough to 8:35 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 P. m. to con.
plant shrubbery," said the station
and No. 9
master, "but I'll get some of our whis nect with No. 8 eastbound
AND
' kered citizens to stand around as he westbound.
cut-off
Passengers for the Belen
passes through.
and Pecos Valley points should now
leave at 3:30 P. m. Instead of 7:20
Pat's Solution.
Santa Fe, New Mexico. Now Under theSaneaMaoa;ement.
"How peculiar that steamship looks as heretoiore.
Connection leaves Al
sailing along with her propeller hall buquerque t 7:55 p. m. instead of
out ot water and a foot of her water 2:20 a. m.
The only GOOD HOTELS In the Capital City of New Mexico. Room,
line showing," said a bystander on
D. A ft. 0U ny.
en suit with private baths. Cuialne and table service unexcelled.
the dock.
"Nivver moind," said Pat, "thot'a all
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or north.
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
be Uwered P whin the tolde gits
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
In."
New wexloo central Ry.
imnapllft Wmmh Dal no.
"This young thief we have caught
Leave 5:45 p. m., eonleeta with No.
rarely struck a good gait when he. I east and 1 south and west
took to thieving."
Arrive 8.18 p. m. with connections
"Yes, and had no difficulty In alao from No. S
Striking the lences.aMMssMWssMMsWswssMsMawsMasMswaaMsaaMs
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department ot the interior,
The Difference.
&
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
be
, "What is the mam difference
. Oct 14, 1911.
tween a ballet dancer and her audi
Finiiled rooas is cmectiot, Sot 4 Cold Baths. Electric liffcts
Notice is hereby given that Bonifaencer '
"
G. LUFE EEIXEIA, Pit?
"1 suppose It It that one toes the cio Sandoval of Pecos, N. K., who, on 22! Sai Frucisco Street
Not. 12, 1911, , made Homestead

tf the

10265-0797-

1--

THE PALACE

THE MONTEZUMA

HOTELS
'

Proprietor

Coronado Restaurant

Short Orders run Day

Night.

Regular Meals 25c.

f

..

n

i.

1

f
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GERMAN-MILLE- D

Imp ress' flour
the answer to

every Baking Problem.

It's Firer-Whit- er
arvd More Uniform.
Made by LARABEE S

Famous
'

GERMAN PROCESS,

SIX MEN SCALDED TO
DEATH IN BOILER EXPLOSION.

M'NAMARA CASE MAY
,
SPLIT FEDERATION.

Four Engineers and Two Deck Hands

(Br Special
Atlanta,

Victims of Accident on Sen-ic- a
River.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
Auborn, N. Y., Nov. 16. Four men,
an engineer, an oiler, and two deck
hands, employed on
construction
work, on the Seneca river section of
the Barge Canal, were scalded to
death today in the explosion of a
boiler.

PHONE

A ROGERS SILVERWARE;
COUPON IN EVERY SACKiJ

F. ANDREWS,
Grocery, Bakery and Market,

Phone

Santa Fe, N. M.

No. 4.

WE RECOMMEND TO

THE

YOU

GRUEN
The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE

MADE IN THE WORLD

We have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

It's the Watch for You."

0& SPITZ, THE JEWELER

92

E

DAVID LOWITZKI,
Dealer iu New and

II

HighestlCash Price Paid for

Q

Second-Han-

d

03

Second-Han-

d

PHONE 56 BLACK.

your order now.

give us

IR If P VQ Send your order in early
Tf
1 UiViVL I
J and cet the nick.
I
C9

1

92

'5 MARKET PHONE

A.T

CLARENDON

Goods- -

92

THE

GARDENS,

Phone Black 12.

SIX THOUSAND MINERS
WILL RETURN TO WORK.

MACKAY-SM1T-

DIED AT PHILADELPHIA.

1877-188-

1880-188-

1887-189-

2:30 o'clock.
Death of Dolores

strike continuously since the beginning of April, will return to work on
Monday morning, November 20. This
statement was made by an officer of
the union in high standing. A meeting of the miners will be held either
in Fernie or Frank tomorrow,
at
which the votes will be counted and
the announcements made.
Later in the day, the executive will
meet President Lewis Stockett of the
Operators Association and inform him
of the result.
It is said unofficially that the miners have voted very strongly in favor
of returning to work.

Abreu

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.

'

FOWLER IS DELAYED
BY ANOTHER MISHAP.
(By Sppcial Leased Wire to New Mexican J
El Paso, Texas,
Nov. 16. When
Aviator Fowler, attempted to resume
his coast to coast flight here today,,
bis machine collided with the branches of a tree. The aviator was not hurt
but the machine was damaged. Fowler postponed his flight for repairs.

Dolores,

the

daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Carlos Abreu of this city, died
last night of spinal meningitis. The
funeral will take place tomorrow aft-

ernoon, at 2 o'clock.
LADIES TAILORS.
Select your
goods today of us. Special attention
given to designing of evening robes
and wraps. W. H. Goebel Co.
E
Company
Organizes Football
Team Company E, national guard,
has organized
football team with
James Baca as manager; H. Ortega
as captain and J. M. Gorman,

JAMES

C. McCONVERY,

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.

415 Palace Avenue.

at
Tomorrow, Friday
Afternoon,
half past two o'clock, the Woman's
Auxiliary and Guild will meet with
Mrs. Hayward on Johnson
street
Members of the Auxiliary will remem
ber that at this meeting the
collection for the United Offering will be made.
It is not every place in the territory that can boast of a store like
Nathan Salmon's on San Frattiisco
street. It is a pleasure to lot; it
over. There you can get what you
want.
semi-annu-

;

Besides All Other Flowers Now in Season.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

11

N. M.. Nov. 10.

NOVEMBER 16, 1911.

Death Was Due to Heart Disease and (By Spe1al Leased 'Wire to Ner Mexican)
Lethbridge, Alberta, Nov. 16. The
Expired Suddenly at the Epis- six
thousand coal miners of the Crows
X
copal Residence.
Nest pass district, who have been on
X

NOTICE.
Any one having a picture or photograph of Rev. Dr. McFarland and Rev.
James Menaul, will confer a favor ty
notifying Coloned Ralph E. TwitoTlSll,
who desires to make a copy of it fof
his forthcoming historical volume.
v;'j
For the next 30 days all dressmaking at reduced rates; satisfaction
guaranteed. Mrs. Krueger, 125 Pal- aee Ave.

$1.00 to $2.00 per Dozen

ROSES

SANTA FE, N. M.

santa f e,

BIT)

BISHOP

NIKE T

If you want satisfaction,

Z

New and

'S

1TURKEYS

&c.

u

given by the California delegation today on the floor pt the American Federation convention that it Intended

2,000 Coming

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,
Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges,

Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Ga., yov. 16. Notice was

Hayward always has
the best. Never a
kick yet!

PHONE

Second-Han-

8110

TURKEYS

Perfect service in our watch repair- department is our hobby. Try it.

z

THE

For New Mexico Fair in
south portion with cooler on X (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
to present its resolution appropriating
Friday. Snow in north portion X
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 16. Bishop
$50,000 for the defense of the
tonight and probably Fri- - X Alexander Mackay-Smitof the Protday. Cooler in north portion. X
even in the event such acestant Episcopal diocese of Pennsyltion was not recommended by the
vania, and one of the leading church,
committee on the presidents report.
Your Signature Embossed on your men in the country, died suddenly at
pecket knife handle Is the latest from the Episcopal residence here today.
Death was due to heart disease. He
Germany at GOEBELS.
61 years old.
Oh, you turkeys. Get wise and see was
deceased was born at New HaThe
if
you want any. He sells
Hayward,
PINE 92 the
ven, Connecticut, on June 21, 1850. He
right kind.
school al
Teachers and educators, If you are was educated in St. Paul's
and
New
graduConcord,
Hampshire,
looking for something real swell and ated from
Trinity College, Hartford
in shoes, then read the adD. Trinity, 1S89; S. T. D,
in 1872.
AND QUALITY "
vertisement of Nathan Salmon, the Hobart (D.
Also studied in Eng1889).
on
San Francisco street.
big store
land and Germany. Ordained deacon
Snow Predicted Snow is predicted 1876; priest 1877.
Was at Grace
for tonight and tomorrow. Yesterday church, Boston, Mass.,
asthe maximum temperature was 53 de- sistant at St. Thomas, New York,
grees and the minimum 31 degrees.
declined election as coadju
Apples Order your winter apples tor bishop of Kansas, 1886; first arch
ector
now, $2.50 per bbl (150 lbs.) Casner deacon of New York
of St. John's Washington. He was a
Ranch. Phone Black 33126.
The Woman's Aid Society of the frequent contributor to current liter
First Presbyterian church will meet ture, magazines, etc.
with Miss Bolander at the home of
Mrs. I. Sparks tomorrow afternoon at

" QUANTITY

NOTE

o

THURSDAY,

If you want anything on earth try
Want ad in the New Mexican

REQUIRES 30 MINUTES
of Back Breaking
--

Work.

(ASK YOUR WIFE.)

REQUIRES 3 MINUTES

and a "Universal" Bread Maker.
(ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR.)

The New Way is Simple, Sure and Sanitary and the "Universal"
Art.
is the Acme of the Labor-Save- rs'
SOLD BY

.

Bread Machine

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.,
Cash or Easy Payments.

OJQ

A Mmt
That Handles the Best Make of Shoes for Men and Women
in the United States.
HANAN SHOES FOR MEN and QUEEN QUALITY FOR
WOMEN. They are REMARKABLE qualities. Isn't it remarkable to find a Shoe Department where you can ask for any kind
of a shoe that is desirable and good and have the salesman
say, "Here it is?" ISN'T IT REMARKABLE to find a big
stack of shining new styles ?

I

TV"

T0 COUNT ON ONE STORE for the best possible values,
the best possible qualities and the best possible service in fitting your feet correctly, stylish and comfortably ? ISN'T IT REMARKABLE TO FIND A SHOE DEPARTMENT that never asks you more
for a shoe than you are willing to pay. Lots of other REMARKABLE THINGS about our Reliable Shoe Department.

KN'T IT1 lLlHrlVlvlDLC

AT Y0U ARE ABLE

Come and See for Yourself--$3.5-

$4.00, $4.50, $5.00 and $6.00

0,

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
t

;

